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The Last Flying Carpet
ïhe Adventures of Jean-Pierre

Chapter 1. Meeting the Owl

Not far arïray from a river which has been flowing south for thousands of
years, a boy creeps through the undergrowth. He has heard the hooting of
an owl r€ny times from his attic room at night. The oo-hoo sound caffle
from the direction of these bushes. He is sure that the owl wants to tell him
something. Just what, he doesn't know. He crawls over the ground in the
hopes of getting a sign. The undergrowth is getting denser, and the silence
deeper. The sunlight only peeks through in tiny ribbons.
Suddenly, his breath sticks in his throat. Right in front of him two large,
round eyes are staring at him, steadfast and fearless. Jean-Pierre stops
short, not uttering a sound. Only when the owl shuts her eyes can he breathe
again and dare to take a good look.
The owl is whitish-gray. she looks very old. Perhaps this owl knows where
Jean-Pierre cornes frorn.
Jean-Pierre carries a big secret in his heart. He doesn't know who his parents
are. He only knows that he's six years old and that he was born in a country
far away from here. A country on the other side of a big sea called the
Mediterranean. Every night he drearns of strange landscapes, but he doesn't
know where they are. ïhat is why he spends his days looking at the birds
who fly effortlessly over the hills and valleys. They can cross the river just like
that, and when they get thirs\r, they light on the bank to have a drink.
The owl opens her eyes again. She looks right at him, as if to say, here I am.
Final.ly Jean-Pierre can breathe easily again. He even dares to tïove a little.
The owl doesn't seem afraid. She just sits there, as if she wants to say:
cotre closer.
Jean'Pierre sticks his arm out toward the owl. Nothing happens. He crawls
forward a little, so that his hand can touch the owl now. Should he try it?
Won't the owl peck at him?
At that rnornent he rernembers the oo-hoo call of tast night. tïítran he heard
it, he knew he was being called. This bird rruade that sound fot hirn He
gathers all his courage and he strokes the owl. The owl closes her eyes
again. Now Jean-Pierre knows for sure he is right.
He has to get the owl to sit on his hand, and then try to crawl carefully
backwards out of the bushes. lf the owl stays on his hand and does not
peck at him, then he will know for sure that she wants to stay with him. Then
he will have a bird to show him the way to that faraway country from which
he cornes.
Jean-Pierre pushes his hand under the legs of the owl, whose claws
imrrediately grasp onto his fingers. lt scares him. He crawls backwards ever-
so-carefully until he conres out into the open field. He stands up. The owl
stretches proudly, shakes her feathers and looks around as if she wants to
say: we're beginning a new life now.
Jean-Pierre would like to run home, but he decides to walk as calmly.as
possible, with his right arm in front of his chest and the owl on his hand. He
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follows a path that leads to the farm through the vineyards. A short tine
ago, he was here with his step-father who was pruning the grape vines. He
knows precisely which path to follow to reach horne unseen. He doesn't want
anyone to seê him before he has reached his attic room with the owl.
The secret of the night and the faraway country is for him and the owl only.
His step-parents must see with their own eyes that the owl wants to stay in
his room and does not fly away, even with the window open. Only then will
they be convinced that this bird belongs to him, and that he belongs to this
bird.
When he is close to his house, he holds his left hand in front of the bird as if
to protect her from curious or unfriendly eyes. lt is quiet around the farm.
His step-parents are probably taking a nap. He enters the side door and
climbs the stairs that lead to the attic. He pushes the door to his room open
and looks in, seeing it in a way he never has before. lt is now a room with a
secret known only to him and the owl.
As soon as he puts the owl on the arm of his chair, she seenn to grow to
twice her size. All her feathers are standing on end. She stretches herself out
as if to fly.
Jean-Pierre looks at the open window, not knowing what to do.
The owl flaps her wings and flies to the window sill. She peers outside, then
turns her head around and stares long and steadily at Jean-Pierre, who feels
nailed to the ground.
At that rnonent, they hear a voice from downstairs.
" Jean-Pierre, celrrê here!"
It is his step-rnther. She is a farrner and she says things only once. She is
kind, but does not tolerate any back-talk. Softly, Jean-Pierre says to the owl:
"Willyou wait until l'm back?"
The owl does not Írnve. Only her eyes answer, but Jean'Pierre is not sure
what they are saying.
He walks backwards out of the room, pushes the door closed and stumbles
down the stairs.
"What are you doing upstairs?" he hears from the kitchen. He feels caught.
The question sounds as if his step-mother knows everything, has seen
everything already.
" l found a bird," answers Jean-Pierre.
"What kind of bird?"
"An owl."
His step-nrother's eyês are now alrnost as big as those of the owl upstairs.
"What? An owl?"
Jean-Pierre nods.
His step-rnother feels that sorrething unusual is going on, but she doesn't say
anything. A child is difficult ta understand, and the more so if it is not your
own child. Since the first tirne he entered the house six years ago, she had
always had the feeling that Jean-Pierre was a special child. From the
beginning, he looked at her in a way which said to her: I coÍre from another
place.
They had only told her:
"His nmther is dead, and his father lives in a country far away from here."
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She never tried to find out which country. lt would not rnean anything to her
anyway, and only nuke everything ffxore difficult. But now that he has a bird
in the house, and an owl at that, all the old feelings are aroused in her again.
She looks at him now qrestioningly, but also with love.
"What are you going to do with the bird?"
"l want to keep her."
Jean-Pierre says it as if he knows exactly what he wants. His step-rrnther
looks surprised. He never spoke this way before. She nods her head.
"Go ask your father."
That's all Jean-Pierre needs to hear. He runs outside and looks in the direction
of the river. His step-father often ffnws grass there for Anna, the cow. But
before Jean-Pierre staÍts to search for him, he turns around and races into
the house and up the stairs. Cautiously, he opens the door. The owl is still
sitting on the window sill and peering outside. As soon as he closes the door,
the owl turns her head, nods a few times, hops onto the arm of the chair,
and back again to the window sill. Jean-Pierre feels that she wants to tell him
sornethinE, but he does not know what. He stands very still, hoping that it will
becorre clear. The owl fipves her head again, up and down, up and down, up
and down, then spreads her wings and flies away, out the window, in the
direction of the river.
Jean-Pierre doesn't hesitate. He runs down the stairs, out of the house, and
towards the river, not to look for his step-father any trnre, but to find his
owl. Out of breath, he reaches the river. On the other side of the fast-flowing
water are woods. ls the owl hiding in there, like she did in the other woods?
He paces back and forth along the river bank, peering at the other side the
whole tirne, but no rnatter where he looks and how he calls, he does not see
or hear the owl. The mysterious bird is gone without leaving a trace.
While he is searching, he sees his step-father nrcwing grass upstream. His
step-father has already seen him and is waiting for Jean-Pierre to notice him.
As Jean-Pierre walks towards him, he decides to ask his step-father to help
him look for the owl.
His step-father listens to the story with growing anmzernent. An owl isn't
easy to catch. The bird must have been stunned, he thinks to hirnself. But to
his son he says:
"An owl is a wise creature. ln the old stories, the owl is often wiser than the
man. That's why the ancient Greeks used to ask the owl for advice. lt's
always been that way. lf you are right, then the owl will surely cotre back,
just the way they always return to the church tower, once they've nmde a
nest there."
There is silence now between father and son. The call of a single bird and the
streaming water of the river are the only sounds. The rnan looks at his step-
son and feels a strange tension in his stonmch. He knows that Jean-Pierre's
father is still alive, even though he doesn't know where.
His step-son's story about the owl brings back all sorts of rnemories. The
woman who brought the child to him six years ago, asking him to take care
of it for a few days, had large, shiny eyes behind enormous, round glasses.
She was a school teacher, asked by a father to find shelter for his child.
Those few days became a few rrnnths, and the few rnonths had beconre six
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years. His wife and he had grown to love the child now. But they knew that
èvery day could bring a change in the situation. Nothing was officially settled.
The nen often said to his wife, as she began to talk about it:
"What can we do about it? Let's bring the child up and let him go when it's
tirne. You can't force the important things in life anyway. Othenryise we would
have had our own child."
Even though he knew those were hard words to hear, he thought it was
better to say them. As their pastor often said:
"Man proposes; God disposes."
His father, his grandfather and his great-grandfather had always worked on
the land. Sornetinres the wine was harvested just in the nick of tine, and
sometimes it was lost because of unexpected hail storrns. That had tauEht
him that hunmns were not in control of everything.
He begins to talk to Jean-Pierre again about nature, about the weather,
about autumn, when the swallows flyingj over the big sea - the Mediterranean
Sea - go on to fly over ffxlre than a thousand miles of desert to spend the
winter in the heart of Africa. lt is still warm there when it is ice cold here. ln
the springtiffiê, they return, often to the saffË barn and the same nest they
built the year before. He ends his story by saying:
"lf such a little bird can find his way so well, your big, wise owl will surely be
able to find you again, if she ït/ants to. And if she doesn't want to, that's all
right, too. After all, who can really say what is right and what is not?"
Jean-Pierre always gives his undivided attention to his step-father. His step-
fath.er is never angry or impatient. It seems like he has an answer for
every question, while he always says he doesn't know anything.
Sometimes the village people call him Socrates.
IIe heard this name from other boys and he asked his mother what it
meant. His mother smiled and answered tJlat it wasn't a bad n€uïte,
but the name of a Greek philosopher" Everyone used to cotrÊ to him with
all kinds of questions about life because he used to say that he knew nothing.
And she added:
"Actually he knew rrore than all the other people who clairned to know so
much." Then they both smiled.
While Jean-Pierre is thinking about everythirq that has happened, his step-
father rakes the mown grass into one large heap and one small heap. He
asks Jean-Pierre to carry the snpll heap honre as he lifts the large heap onto
his pitchfork. And so they walk silently honre together, each with a bundle of
Erass.
They don't talk about the owl the next day. The grown-ups have alrnost
forgotten about it, and Jean-Pierre doesn't dare to bring it up again. But
every night, before he fulls into a tired sleep, he listens to the sounds from
outside, with his window wide open, hoping amidst the sounds of the birds, to
hear the oo-hoo of the owl. But it was in vain.
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Chapter 2. Circus Mediterraneo

At the end of the summer, there is always sorrrê excitement in the village
on the river. According to time-honored custom, the circus cCIÍneg to the
nearby city of Valence, People corrÊ from near and far to have a good
tirre and to buy all sorts of things, because it is also the tinre of the
yearly narket.
Jean-Pierre can still rernember the circus tent with nragnificent horses and
acrobats high in the air.
The evening before he goes to town with his parents, he has to go to bed
early so that he can get up on tirne the next nrorning. They will leave the
house even before the sun rises. First they'll have to walk and then thê big
bus will carry them the rest of the way. Although Jean-Pierre tries, he
cannot sleep. The moon conjures rrngical spots of light on the wall and
the floor of his attic room. Now and then a cloud drifts past the ffroon.
Then it is dark. When he is finally alnrost asleep, floating lightly between
dreaming and waking, he is awakened by a soft sound from nearby:
"Hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoo."
Jean-Pierre springs up. He sits dead-still in his bed. This is his owl. lt is
exactly the same sound he heard the first time. He holds his breath and
for a few seconds he doesn't ffxlve a muscle, afraid that the owl won't go
on. His patience is rewarded. Again the sound: "Hm-oo? Oohoo-oohoo."
He creeps out of bed and tiptoes to the window. Sitting directly across
from him, hiEh in the chestnut tree, is the whitish-gray owl. The nnonlight
is reflected in her feathers. She looks even bigger than the first tirne. Her
eyes are wide open.
Jean-Pierre waves his hand. The owl lifts herself without taking her eyes off
Jean-Pierre and flies to the window. Jean-Pierre jumps at the sudden
Íno\rerrËnt and takes a step backwards. Without a sound, the owl lands
on the window sill and looks snaller again. She closes her eyes, and then
opens them again. When the owl closes her eyes, Jean-Pierre closes his,
too, and then opens them again to see what the owl is doing. The owl's
eyes are still closed, but not for long. She opens them only to close them
again slowly. Jean-Pierre imitates her. At that rnoment, he feels hirnself
getting sleepy. He feels irresistibly pulled to his bed. The owl will wait for
him
When he awakes the next rnorning, the nnon is still in the sky. His window
is open. The window sill is empty. He can hear his step-rrnther's voice
from downstairs.
"JearPierre, tirïE to get upl"
His step-rnother's voice sounds happy. But Jean-Pierre feels sad. The owl
has gone away for the second tirne, while Jean-Pierre thought for sure she
would wait for him this tinre. .lust then he remembers his step-father
saying that the owl, herself, knows best what she wants, and that he
should have faith in her.
He gets dressed quickly. His step-parents are having breakfast already.
Jean'Pierre's step-father looks at him as if he guesses sonrething has
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happened, but he doesn't say anything. The basket filled with food for the
whole day is standing by the door.
During the walk to the bus, Jean-Pierre doesn't say much. His step-parents
think he is grumpy because he didn't get enough sleep. But Jean-Pierre still
sees the owl with all her feathers, sitting straight up on the window sill and
slowly closing her eyes, and opening them, and closing them again. He
vaguely renrembers falling asleep. After that, there is only a black hole in
his rnemory.
The trip with the bus cheers him up. He can't take his eyes off the
beautiful river, whose banks are familiar to him in his village. Now he sees
it from above, from the highway. The people in the bus are in a holiday
nmod. They are drinking wine and singing songs.
When they arrive in Valence, they go to the nmrket first to do the
shopping: his step-father buys a new pruning knife, and his step-mother
buys a blue linen blouse. Jean-Pierre looks at the toys. There are sorË
really nice bows and arrows, displayed in size from snmll to large. There
are kites, too. He looks up at the blue sky and sighs. ln his memory he
sees the owl again on the window sill of his room. No bow and arrow, no
kite, he thinks. I only want the owl.
After the rnarket, they finally go to the circus. Outside, they can already
hear the sounds of the musicians. People waitinE in line are growing more
excited. Now and then they hear the enthusiastic shout of sonreone
entering the big tent.
When Jean-Pierre steps into the tent with his parents, he lets out a shout,
too. Above the entrance, on the inside of the circus tent, is the whitish-
gray owl. As soon as she sees Jean-Pierre, she calls: "Iloo-oo? Oohoo-
oohoo, hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoo, hoo'oo?"
Jean-Pierre begins to wave at the owl frantically. The owl nods her head
up and down. Jean-Pierre feels better now. He whispers in his step-father's
ear:
"There is the owl I told you about. She came to me again last night, and
this morning she was gone."
Even his step-nnther can't control her curiosity any longer.
"Jean'Pierre, is that the bifd you were telling me about? The bird that was
in your room?"
Jean-Pierre nods his head. His eyes are beaming so that his step-parents
know the answer. ïhere is sornething special between this owl and their
boy.
Jean-Pierre enjoys the circus, and especially the acrobats and the beautiful
circus horses, but his thoughts are on the owl, who is now sitting on a
perch at the very top of the tent. The perch is apparently nnant for her.
By the time all the circus artists take their last bow, Jean-Pierre has
nmde his decision: I am staying with the circus. ( or - He will stay with the
circus.)
He looks first at his step-father and then at his step-mother, sitting to the
right and the left of him: will they approve?
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His step-father looks at him then, as if he feels what Jean-Pierre is thinking.
He bends closer to him and says:
"Do yeu want to look at the stables before we go horne?"
Jean-Pierre nods his head excitedly in agreement.
While rrnst of the audience ffpves towards the exit, they find their way to
the doors behind the ring. Just before they reach them, they hear a
fluttering behind them and the owl perches on Jean-Piere's shoulder. His
step-parents are startled. They look at each other with an expression
which says the whole thing is too much for them.
At the sarne time, the worpn who trains the horses comes to meêt them.
She is dressed in a shiny, black, sequined costuÍne. She bows gracefully to
Jean'Pierre's parents, and then to Jean-Pierre.
"May I introduce myself? I am Aurelia Soleri, directress of Circus
Mediterraneo."
Jean-Pierre's step-father and step-rnother are taken by surprise, but they
shake hands anyrvay, followed by Jean-Pierre, who is watching the
directress expectantly. .

Mrs. Soleri says she could not help but notice the owl's fondness for the
boy. And she goes on to say that it could have a very special rreaning.
Before she goes on, she glances around her. When she is sure that no one
else can hear her, she continues her story.
"Actually, it is so special that I want to talk with you ahout this further.
But in quieter surroundings. Will you have dinner with me, while my creïv
finishes up for the evening?"
She is so self-confident and friendly, that Jean-Pierre's step-parents
imrrediately accept the invitation, even though it is alrnost tirne for the trip
back honre.
Mrs. Soleri walks with the family to her lwurious caravan and asks the
cook to prepare a rneal for them. She says:
"We have a special occasion to celebrate, so that's why t want you to
nake sornething special for us."
Then she arranges for them to be left alone so they can talk.
Aurelia Soleri gives a friendly nod at the owl, who is still sitting on Jean-
Pierre's shoulder, and she says:
"Although the owl hardly ever says anything, she understands so much
that she is called Delphi. As you perhaps know, in ancient Greece there
was the oracle at Delphi, where the priestess was consulted about difficult
problems. The owl is nanred for that oracle.
Delphi has been with this circus for as long as I know her. Her intelligence
is exceptional. l'll give you two examples.
After the death of the former director, there were arguments about who
would take over, and there nas so much dissension that it looked like the
group would fall apart. During one particularly vehement argurnent, Delphi
began to hoot.
It sounded so gentle and impressive that the nren stopped shouting and
looked up to see what Delphi would do next. lt became so quiet you could
hear a pin drop. Then she flew over the heads of everyone present three
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tirrcs, and landed on nry shoulder. They all looked at ftie, as if the nmgic
word had to be spoken. Popov, the clown, laughed and said:
'Delphi has spoken. Aurelia is the new director.'
Just at that nrornent, rve again heard: 'Oohoo-oohoo-oohoo.' Then
everyone cheered. They accepted Popov's judgenent which Delphi
apparently supported.
The second example is even ffpre unusual. After I becarre directress, I

was the first to read the old director's testarnent. ln that testament, I

read that Delphi should always be listened to. lt stated that she not only
had an especially good insight into people, into their abilities and their
character, but that she also knew about certain treasures, gold, gers
and the last flying carpet still rerraining on the earth. This carpet could
only be used by a boy who would be chosen by Delphi. How that would
happen, was not rnentioned."
It renains quiet for sonre tinre in the room, after Aurelia Soleri finishes
speaking.
Jean-Pierre is the first to break the tension.
"HoïrJ can you know that about the owl, if she doesn't speak?"
Everyone laughs. Mrs. Soleri says it is a sensible question, but a varietlr of
answers is possible.
"First of all," she says, "we are not sure that the owl doesn't speak.
Perhaps she used to speak, and perhaps she will speak again."
While she says this, she looks at the owl who is staring steadily ahead.
"Secondly, Delphi clearly showed us that )Íou were in the circus tent this
afternoon. She wanted us to meet you. She has never flown onto the
shoulder of mmeone in the audience before. Did you know each other?!'
Jean-Pierre blushes. He doesn't answer.
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thept*r 3. L*avË*taking

J*Rn* Pi* rre' s ste p-parents
h*Ëins.
" J*an-P*e rre, b*f*r* we S*
al*rïe. Wculdn't y*u lik* t*

*xchang* R rïcaningful gl*n**. His st*S*rxsth*r

h*nre* w* want t* t*lk * bit m*r* with Mrs. S*leri
lo*k ar*und *t th* circu* hef*r* it g*ts ï**

dark?"
The owl grips Jean-Pierre's left shoulder even tighter as he stands up to go
outside. Mrs. Soleri calls to the kitchen for Virgil to show the boy the stables.
As soon as they are gone, Jean-Pierre's step-mother asks Mrs. Soleri:
" Do you think the boy rnentioned in the testarnent is our son, Jean-Pierre?"
Mrs. Soleri nods her head in agreement.
"To tell you the truth, l've been waiting ffnre than six years for a sign. The
owl's behavior leaves no doubt in my mind. Everything she does is for a
reason."
Jean-Pierre's step-nnther doesn't know whether to laugh or to cry. ón the
one hand she thinks it is wonderful that their step-child is blessed with a
special destiny, but on the other hand she feels very sad to have to part with
him
Her husband has not said anything yet. He is thinking about the story Jean-
Pierre told him at the river about the owl's first visit. He had been doubtful
then, but he hadn't let it show. He is also thinking about his son's confession
in the circus today, when he whispered that the owl had returned the night
before but was gone again early in the morning. And then the third tinre,
after the perforrnnce in the circus. The owl often seetrs to hoot three times.
However baffling it all rrny appear, a sensible person should not ignore so
rnny signs. He also realizes that Aurelia Soleri probably doesn't know
anything about her owl's visits to Jean-Pierre. She herself said that the owl
does not speak, at least not to her; so she probably does not know anything
about these visits. While not rrnking her story any rrnre understandable, it
does rmke it more believable.
He decides. lf Jean-Pierre wants to stay here, then he should do that. They
don't have any rights over the child. He looks at his wife. He feels her
sadness. She loves Jean-Pierre as if he were her own child.
He begins to tell them about the owl visiting Jean-Pierre twice. He also tells
that Jean-Pierre is their step-child, who at first would only be with them a few
days or weeks, but in the rneantime, has been with them for rnore than six
years. ln two weeks he will be seven years old.
Aurelia Soleri listens with close attention. She is anazed at the story, but not
really surprised. lt confirns her opinion that this is the bay written about in
the testament. lt also occurs to her that he has been living with these people
for just as long as she has known about the contents of the testarnent. ls
there a connection there, she asks herself? Aurelia Soleri does not believe in
coincidènce. Coincidence exists only for people; not for the stars, the anirnals,
plants and minerals. Her grandrrnther could read nmre in the irises of
people's eyes and the lines of their hands than nmny people thought possible.
She always said:
"Everything has to do with everything else. The question is how!"
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And her grandfather would chuckle then and say:
"And nothing with nothing. The question is what!"
Aurelia smiles. Her ancestors carne from lndia, a large country where nany
people's faces express a consciousness hundreds of years old.
Just then they hear laughter outside. Jean-Pierre is looking inside through the
window with the owl on his shoulder, while he hirnself is sitting on Virgil's
shoulders.
His step-parents and Aurelia realize that the rnorrent to decide has come.
Without hesitating any longer, the rmn asks his wife the question.
"Shall we leave Jean-Pierre here for a while and ask him to come back to us
now and then?"
His wife feels the tears well up in her eyes, but even still she nods her head
'yes'.
Aurelia stands up and shakes hands with them.
"l will take care of your son as if he were my own, and I will let you know
about everything that happens here. lt nay take a while ssmetimes, if we are
performing in other countries, but there are ffnre ways to keep in touch than
tle nrail."
They call Jean-Pierre in and ask him if he wants to stay with the owl and Mrs.
Soleri for a while. Without a mornent's hesitation he says, "Yes," and throws
his arrrn around his step-parents. ïhen he whispers in his step-father's ear.
"When I can fly, l'll come to see yeu."
"A promise is a promise," answers his step-father.
ïhe dinner proves to be a five-course affair. One dish looks Írpre exotic and
extravagant than the next.
"Do you always have parties here?" asks Jean-Pierre.
"Not really. Mostly there is little time for cooking, especially when we are on
tour or we have to put up or break off the circus tent. But today is a special
day, and a special day should be celebrated."
After dinner it is too late for Jean-Pierre's step-parents to mke the return
trip horne. They decide to spend the night in Valence.
Jean-Pierre gets a snmll room next to Mrs. Soleri's bedroom in a caravan
painted azure blue.
"ln this caravan you can dream beautiful dreaftË," Aurelia says to Jean-
Pierre, while fondly placing her hand on his head, "especially when we travel at
nighl"
She asks him to call her 'Aunt Aurelia', and he agrees.
Being parted from his step-parents is rnore difficult for Jean-Pierre than he
had inmgined. Every evening, before he goes to sleep, he thinks about them
and the river with the bushes close to their horne. But if he gets too
hornesick, the owl hops onto the edge of his bed and begins to roll her head
slowly back and forth, so that Jean-Pierre imitates her and falls asleep. He
never feels hornesick in the rnoming. Everything seerrs new then, especial$r
when the'sun shines.
"Jean-Pierre, Jean-Pierref ! Corrn here! Conp here!"
Jean-Pierre runs out of the caravan. Virgil is waving excitedly next to the
horse trailer. With his finger to his lips, he enters the trailer ahead of Jean-
Pierre. Eva, the rrrtre, is lying on her side with her neck stretched out. She is
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resting after having pushed down hard several tinres. Her belly looks like a big
balloon.
Aurelia is kneeling next to her and with her left hand, she pulls carefully on the
heel of the little leg which has just become visible. She reaches into the mare's
womb with her right hand to grab onto the second leg. Then she waits and
she smiles at Jean-Pierre. Eva's eyes are opened wide. They are shining like
water in the moonlight. After a short pause, Eva begins to push down heavily
again. Aurelia helps her by pulling softly on the heels of the foal, and by
making sure that the foal's head can corrn out right on top of its front leEs.
As soon as the head appears, she breaks the nrembrane arCIund his nose
and rmuth, and pulls the foal out with a short tug.
Virgil disappears in the direction of the kitchen to get a bottle of cognac so
they can drink to the birth of the foal. The rrpod is festive in the circus.
Everyone coffÊs to the trailer to admire the newest member. They all agree
on namiqg him Ajax, Aurelia's suggestion. This is Eva's fifth foal. He is shiny
black with white above the hooves, exactly what Aurelia needs for her
performances.
Jean-Pierre is deeply impressed by the birth. He has never seen the birth of a
foal before. His step-parênts are wine-fanrers, not livestock farmers. The
only thing is, he wishes that the foal were born four days later, because then
it will be Jean-Pierre's birthday. He knows the date by hearu Sunday, October
the fifth.
Aurelia is very satisfied with the date. Today the circus has to be broken off
so that they can travel tonight and the whole day tornorrow. Their
destination is Genoa. When they arrive there torrnrrow evening, they can build
up the circus on Friday and open the ltalian season in grand style.
Aurelia loves ltaly. The beauty of the cities, the spontaneity of the people, the
pasta and the antipasto, the enthusiasm during the perforffrtnces. You never
know who's having rtore fun - the parents or the children. ltalians love
children and everything young. She can already see herself with Eva, followed
by Ajax, nnking an opening round in the ring.
She decides to teach Jean-Pierre the secrets of horse training by letting
him watch the training of Ajax. She does not realize that Delphi has other
plans.
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Chapter 4" Visit to Paracelsus

After arriving in Genoa, the whole circts troupe imrnediately begirs setting up

the big top. Jean-Pierre has to amuse hirrself. He doesn't mind. There is
plenty to see when the big circus tent is being set up. First they lay the big

tent canvas in a wide circle on the ground. They place a 1 S-meter long pole

through the hole in the middle of the tent and into the ground. Next they raise

the tent by pulling ropes through two pulleys at the top of the pole. When the

canvas is raised to the top, the acrobats, the lion tarners, the magicians, the
clown and all the other nrembers of the troupe span the tent from the inside

outwards. To do this, they use a larEe number of bamboo sticks which are all

three mêters long. On the end of every bamboo stick is a joint into which the

next bamboo stick fits. Because it is so flexible, the workers can rrnke large

arches with thê bambpo poles, so that the tent bulges into a sphere. The last

bamboo poles are locked at the top into a heavy iron ring, which is fastened

to the tall, central pole. The long bamboo poles bend under the weight of the

enormous tent canvas, but they do not break.

When the canvas is finally dome-shaped, dozens of hands rush to fasten the

tent to the bamboo poles on the inside. They fasten it again on the outside

using long ropes tied to short, sturdy poles that are pounded into the ground

at a slant.

While this is going on, Jean'Pierre walks around and asks the circus people all

kinds of questions. He wants to know exactly what they are doing. He loves

the hubbub. Everywhere around him they are"working, shouting and laughing.

Delphi the owl, does not leave his left shaulder for a rnornent. She often sits
on Jean-Pierre's shoulder while he is playing in his room or taking a short
walk, but this tirne she acts differently, as if sonrething special is happening.

Delphi seeffts to want to direct Jean-Pierre's steps, as if to lead him in the

one direction but not in the other.

ln the beginning, Jean-Pierre does not even realize this, but when he wants to
take a look outside the terrain, Delphi flutters off his shoulder and flies the

other way. Jean-Pierre waits and calls her, but the owl shakes her head and

begins to fly in circles. Jean-Pierre walks over to the spot where Delphi is

fluttering around, and puts her back on his shoulder. At that morrentr Delphi

flies away again, but this tirre in the direction of the horse trailer.

Jean-Pierre goês that way, too, and Delphi returns to his shoulder. When he

gêts to the trailer, he sees Aurelia working with Eva and Ajax. Eva is saddled
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with a nËgnificent, gleaming harness while Ajax's tail is braided with bright,
colorful ribbons.

Aurelia motions to him to come closer.

She asks if he is having a good time and if Delphi has been staying with him.
He tells her what just happened. Aurelia looks at the owl as if she is asking

her a question. But instead, she questions Jean-Pierre.

"Would you like to look around in Genoa with nre this afternoon?"
Jean-Pierre imnrediately nods his head 'yes'.
She looks at her gold watch and says:

"l will try to nnke sorne free tirne so we can go into the city together. Take a

rest now, because it will be a tiring afternoon for you."

Lying on his bed fifteen minutes later, Jean-Pierre falls into a deep sleep

alnrost irrrnediately. He drearrus he is flying with Delphiover glowing hills,

crossing a river, and then in the distance, he can see his step-parents' house.

When he is about to land so that he can enter the house, he wakes up.

Aurelia is standing next to him. Delphi is on her shoulder. Astonished, he rubs
the sleep out of his eyes, and tells her about his dream. She smiles.

"Did you like f\ring?"

"Yes, and I wasn't one bit afraid. lt all seerred so natural, as if I could do
anything a bird can do. Gliding above the trees and fields is really fantastic."
"That's what the acrobats say, too, about being suspended high up in the
circus tent, falling from one horizontal bar to the next."

A little later, Aurelia and Jean-Pierre walk hand-in-hand through the streets of
Genoa, with the owl on Jean-Pierre's left shoulder. lt is a glorious fall day.

Here and there boys are busy pasting the colorful Circus Mediterraneo
posters onto billboards. Eva is in the center of the poster, rearing up on her
hind legs, white Aurelia, her jet-black hair piled high, cracks the whip. ln the
upper right corner, Popov, with his big yellow nose and fat red lips, waves at
passersby.

The closer they corrrs to the harbor, the busier the streets are. The doors of
sorrr*D hotels and restaurants are open. They hear fragrnents of music

everywhere. Jean-Pierre recognizes a song from the Beatles and begins to
hum along with 'All you need is love'.

Aur,elia asks a passerby the way to Via Marconi. ïhe owner of a shop in that
street was a very good friend of the forrner director of the circus. She also

heard that he has unusual things for sale, but only for special clients and

friends. The owl caffre from his shop. People say that the shop owner knows
nmgic. Sonretirnes he nmkes hinself invisible in order to watch the custon'ers
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in his shop. lf sorneone tries to steal sornething, he shouts into the ear of the
thief:

"So, you want to have this, sir? I will wrap it for you. That will be one million
lire."

Sonretirnes the thief pays the exorbitant price purely from shock. Should he

try to leave the shop without paying, he finds the door locked without having
seen anybody lock it.

ln the rrnantirne, they have arrived at Via Marconi. lt is a narrow street with
a few pizzerias and small shops. On the door of the shop they are looking
for, there is a nanre plate with ornarnental letters: Dottore Paracelsus;
painted on the window in large letters: CURIOSA. ln the window display they
see old globes, antique dolls, mummies, colored stones, bottles of oil and

books with strange titles that Jean-Pierre cannot read. They open the door.
A bell tinkles. lt is so $ark inside they can hardly see anything the first few
lrtoments. Jean-Pierre imrnediately thinks that the owner might have nnde
hirrnelf invisible. As he begins to say this to Aurelia, she nudges him and puts
her finger to her lips to show him that he should not talk about it. They hear
a door open in the back of the shop and the shuffle of footsteps.
A tall rrnn coffres in. He has a black beard with a lot of gray hair in it, a
balding head, and a pair of srrmll, round glasses on his nose. He is wearing a
long, dark brown robe with black stripes, a caftan. He looks at the stately
Aurelia and the boy in a friendly but inquisitive way. As soon as he sees the
owl on Jean-Pierre's shoulder, he stretches his long arms out to both,
embraces Aurelia and kisses Jean-Pierre on the forehead. The owl gets a

friendly pat on the head.

"You are from Circus Mediterraneo," he says cheerfully. " l thought about you
when I saw the posters for your perfonrnnce in the city. Wonderful,

wonderful. lt pleases nre that you have coÍre. Let us go to the back room.
There we can talk undisturbed."

ïhe room behind the shop looks like a study. Along three walls the books go

up to the ceiling. Books are stacked here and there on the floor alongside
piles of papers. Jean-Pierre has never seen so many books. Paracelsus rnoves
two high-backed leather chairs over to the table and invites them to sit
down. Only now do they see that this room borders on a snpll courtyard
where cypress trees stand in earthenware pots, decorated with fighting
Ronun soldiers.

" ls your narp really Paracelsus?" asks Jean-Pierre.
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"Yes," the tall ffRn answers, "l am a direct descendant of the famous l6th
century physician Paracelsus. lnterest in the workings of the secret forces in

nature has always renmined alive in my family. This special knowledge has

been handed down from father to son generations long, but always on the
condition that the son promises to use his knowledge only to cure people and

not to kill them."

After these words, they suddenly hear: "Hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoo."

Aurelia and Paracelsus exchange rreaningful glances. Paracelsus takes Jean-

Pierre's hand.

"Tell rne how you and Delphi got to be such good friends. She seems to like

to be with you."

Again they hear:" Hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoo."

"Delphi agrees with me completely," laughs Paracelsus.

Jean-Pierre begins to.tell about how he kept hearing a bird calling at night,
and went looking for the bird the next day. That bird was this owl. He

brought the owl to his attic room where she stayed awhile, but later flew
away. The evening before he went to the circus with his parents, the owl
returned, but was gone again in the nrorning. That rrnde Jean-Pierre very
sad. But when they entered the circus in the afternoon, the owl was sitting
above the entrance, and she hooted three tirnes when she saw him and his

stêp-parents. After the perfonrance, she settled herself on his left shoulder,

and since then, they have been together.

Aurelia completes the story by telling that Jean-Pierre's step-parents gave

their permission for him to stay with Circus Mediterraneo for a while.The

reason was that they understood that a very special friendship had grown

between Jean-Pierre and Delphi.

At that morïenq the shop belltinkles.
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Chapter 5. The agreement

Paracelsus asks Jean'Pierre to go see who is there. As soon as he is gone,

Aurelia and Paracelsus put their heads together and agree, whispering softly,
that this must be the boy rnentioned in the testament.

Jean-Pierre comes back.

"There is a npn in the shop who wants to speak to you. He says that he caffÊ
to Genoa today by ship from Beirut. He has Persian carpets for sale."

Paracelsus gets up imnrediately and walks towards the shop. The nren greet
each other warmly. Aurelia suggests that she and Jean-Pierre take a look at
the courlyard. The rrnrnent they are outside, the owl flies to the top of the
highest cypress and looks around as if to say: home at last.

"Was this her house?" Jean-Pierre asks Aurelia. She nods her head.

"Doesn't it bother her r;rot to live here anymore?"

"Maybe it does. lf she wants to stay here, she will let us knoïv."

Jean-Pierre is startled by his own questions, and by Aurelia's answer. lf the owl
stays here, then there is no reason for him to stay with the circus. His step-
parents gave their permission because of the owl. lf the owl leaveso then he

can't stay there either.

While he is mulling over these difficult things, they call Aurelia to conre in.

Leaving the courtyard, she says to Jean-Pierre:

"You stay with Delphi. We'llcallyou in a moment."

An Arab is sitting in the room, wearing a white headcloth bound by a black,

rolled cord.

He introduces hirnself with a srnall bow of his head: Abdel lbn Saoud. The nmn

has the saffe clear, intense eyes as Delphi.

Paracelsus begins.

"This is a special day, one which I have long awaited. Arnong all his nmgnificent
Persian carpets, Mr. Abdel lbn Saoud has one srnall carpet which is the only
one of its kind in the whole world. This carpet comes from the former palace

of the Caliph of Baghdad. ïhe owner wants to sell this carpet for two reasons.

The first reason is that the carpet nukes him unhappy. lt is the only flying
carpet from ancient tinres which has been saved. The formula necessary to be

able to fly with this carpet has been lost. Without this formula, the carpet is
just as all other carpets. No one can do anything with it. This thought nmkes

the owner very sad. That is why he decided it would be better to part with the
carpet, for its presence drives him alnrost crazy.
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The second reason is that by trading this carpet, he hopes to get hold of a
bird which, according to stories he has heard, is supposed to possess secret
knowledge. We know that Delphi is such a bird."

Abdel lbn Saoud is fully absorbed in watching Delphi, sitting rrntionless in the
tree top outside. Paracelsus seizes this rrnrnent to whisper to Aurelia.

"Perhaps he hopes to find the missing forrnrla with Delphi's help, and then try
to bny back the carpet, or to get it back by less honest means."

Paracelsus stares Abdel lbn Saoud straight in the eyes. :

"ln spite of the fact that we have been doing business with each other for
ftËny years, to our mutual profit, you ask rne sornething now of which I can

hardly approve. You want to have Delphi, the wisest bird on this earth, while I

get a carpet from you, which you claim is The Last Flying Carpet... but even the
present owner cannot npke it fly. I don't consider it a fair trade. You will have

to pay much ffrrre for rre to accept your proposal. Furthenïnre, even if you
would pay very much rrnre, I cannot comply with your proposal unless Delphi

herself agrees. This is in your own best interest. A wise bird who refuses to
share her knowledge is worth rto fftore than a sidewalk pigeon."

Abdel lbn Saoud has listened impassively to Dr. Paracelsus' speech. Every now

and then he even nodded his head in agreement, as if to nake it clear that
Paracelsus spoke sensibly.

"l agree cornpletely with my friend," Abdel says. "Therefore I propose that we

ask Delphi first if she is prepared to travel with rne to the city of Baghdad,

where she will then live in the fornrer palace of the Caliph. Only when we know if
Delphi agrees, does it nmke sênsê to negotiate about the price. First things
first"
Paracelsus cannot argue with this line of reasoning, but thinks to hirrpelf that
he would still rather nmke a deal about the price first. For if they cannot agree

about the price, he can always rrnke use of Delphi's refusal by saying that it is
caused by the too low price. lf she has already agreed, he loses this argument.
What Abdel lbn Saoud does not know, but what Paracelsus knows very well, is

that Delphi is free to say 'yes' or'no' to the request. Delphi and Paracelsus

have agreed to this a long tinre ago.

"Although in principle I agree completely with your reasoning," answers

Paracelsus, "still I believe it would be better to agree with each other first,
before presenting our proposal to Delphi. We will be rnore convincing if we

agree about the price than if we do not aEree about the price."

Because Abdel lbn Saoud wants to have the wise bird at any price, he gives in
and says to Paracelsus:
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"Make a proposal, my good friend!"

Paracelsus answers:

"l will naÍne a ridiculously low price, but on one condition: if after five years,

Delphi does not want to sta)í at the palace any longer, she has the riEht to go,

or rather fly, wherever she wants, without any reirnbursernent from rrry side."

Abdel lbn Saoud watches Paracelsus with a surprised look in his clear blue

eyes. He has never thought about a bird, even a very wise bird, making

decisions about its own fate. But at the sarre tirne he realizes that Delphi the
owl cannot be forced to reveal unusual and valuable knowledge if she does not
want to. So it does not nmke sense to discuss such a condition. Therefore he

nods his head in the direction of Paracelsus, and waits for a proposal about
the price.

Paracelsus says:

"l want five tinres Delphi's weight in gold for the five years that she will stay at
the palace in Baghdad. lf she wants to rermin longer than five years, then
please consider that a gift."
The Arab does not show any errntion on his face, but feels uncomfortable. This

is no snmll price, especially if one considers that The Last Flying Carpet has to
he added to the price of the gold. He decides to nuke a counter proposal.

"lf you use the word silver instead of gold, we agree."

Paracelsus smiles and answers:

"You underestinute Delphi. Only gold is able to express the value of her

extraordinary wisdom. lt is also of essential importance that the amount of
gold is five tirrns Delphi's exact weight lf lagree to less, I would insult Delphi

and our agreernent would have little rneaning for the owner. For everything
depends on her cooperation. You must understand that she is following our
conversation at this very mornent, and she understands what we are talking
about. lt is not in your interest, or that of your rïaster, for me to compromise
with you."

Jean-Pierre is silently following the conversation from the courqyard through tte
half-open door. He does not quite understand what the rren are discussing,

but he feels that it is very important and very special. Only now does he

understand how special Delphi is and how proud he can be of Delphi's

frierdship.

Abdel lbn Saoud stands up and says solernnly:

"Ask Delphi the owl if she is willing to rennin at the palace of my rnaster for
five years, and to assist him in word and deed."
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Paracelsus stands up nCIw, too, and both nen walk toward the courqyard. At
a siEn from Paracelsus, Delphi flies down from the high cypress to Jean-Pierre's

shoulder.

With a snmll baw, the doctor asks:

"Delphi, do you want to renmin at the palace of Abdel lbn Saoud's rnaster for
five years, and to assist him in word and deed?"

Delphi answers: " Hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoo."

Everyone smiles and nods to each other contentedly.

Paracelsus and Abdel lbn Saoud go into the study to commit the agreernent to
paper and to seal it in red wax with the stamps of Abdel lbn Saoud and of
Paracelsus.

Aurelia asks the Arab when he is planninE to travel back to BagMad. He

answers that he wants to nake the return journey by boat next Monday,

accompanied by Delphi, On hearing this, she invites him to attend the gala

perfornmnce of Circus Mediterraneo on Saturday, toffxorrow, as her Euest of
honor. He accepts the invitation with a bow.

Then they drink a glass of wine to the successful outcome.
Abdel lbn Saoud makes an appointrnent with Paracelsus to corne and pick up

Delphi early Monday rrnrning. The Last Flying Carpet is left behind in the shop.

This is exactly what Paracelsus wants, because with Delphi's help, he is going

to use the coming two days to discover the lost secret formula. lf it does not
succeed, then he would deeply regret the whole agreernent. For all that gold

does not equal'Delphi's secret knowledge. Only a real flying carpet, and the
assurance that Delphi can return to him after five years, could mke
Paracelsus decide to enter into this agreernent.
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Chapter 6. The dinner

It is already late in the afternoon when the company says good-bye to each
other.
Aurelia invites Paracelsus to have dinner with her that evening. He accepts the
invitation eagerly.
A little later, Delphi on his left shoulder, Jean-Pierre walks with Aurelia through
the now even busier harbor. The streets are buzzing with voices, music and
autornobile horns. There are swanrË of people everywhere.
Aurelia says to Jean-Pierre:
"The next two days are going to be very important. ïonight or tomorrow Dr.
Paracelsus will tell you what is going to happen. You don't have to be afraid,
because he has your best interests at heart."
Jean-Pierre nods his head but his heart is thumping. He is so wound up that
he can hardly speak. He wonders how it is going to turn out with Delphi. The
departure of his bird nmkes him very unhappy, but the idea that Paracelsus is
a smalt nun who knows what he is doing, cornforts him. Perhaps he can
discover the formula of The Last Flying Carpet.
Aurelia can feel Jean-Pierre's tenseness. To cheer him up a litde, she sr-qgests
they get an ice cream. They enter an ice cream parlor where the walls are
covered with mirrors so that it looks like the ice cream display counter is
endless. From rpre than twenty flavors of ice cream, he chooses a large
bowl of stracciatella and pistachio with lots of whipped cream on top. When
he lifts the cup, Aurelia begins to laugh. The sundae is much bigger than Jean-
Pierre's hand.
After walking back to the circus, Aurelia asks the kitchen staff to rnake a
festive dinner in honor of her guest, Paracelsus. She sets the table herself.
She takes out crystal goblets, a danmsk table cloth, an antique silver service
and lovely dinner plates painted with yellow and blue dancing figures and here
and there, a courting couple.
When she notices Jean-Pierre looking surprised, she says that this dinner
service has been handed down from generation to generation in her family.
The scenes corre from ancient Greece, from a tirne even before Christ. She
adds that Greece is also the country where the Olympic Ganes first began,
about two and a half thousand years ago.
JearrPierre sighs.
"How can you even inmgine what that much tirne is?"
Aurelia sniles.
"|v\r grandmother always said:
"When you are born, you are zero years old. When your child is born, you are
twenty-five years old. When your grandchild is born, you are fifgr years old.
And when your great-grandchild is born, yau get ready to die. ïhat's four
generations in one hundred years. That rnakes one hundred generations in
two thousand five hundred years. ln one way it is a lot, but in another way
it's not that much. There are trees in Sweden, Africa and Arrerica which are
six hundred years old. ln Sri Lanka, an island south of lndia, there is even a
tree which is two thousand years old. A few of those trees add up to all that
tint."
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Jean-Pierre looks surprised.
"l do understand and at the same tirne I don't. What about animals?"
"Anirr€|s," answers Aurelia, "don't count tin-rc the way we do. The sheep that
yCIu saw on the way, look the sarrre as the sheep in the stable where Jesus
was born. Aninpls don't have any trouble with tirne. They reproduce and
after hundreds of years they are still the saffE. Dogs still bark; sheep still
bleat. There are horses, called Fjords, that look just like the horses the
Greeks sculpted on their temples. ln the country my grandparents coffre
from, rï€ny people believe that you are born again after death. So perhaps
you have already lived many lives, and now you are back again as Jean-Pierre.
Do you like that idea?"
"l don't know," Jean-Pierre says, " and if you don't know, it doesn't nake any
difference anyway, does it?"
Aurelia laughs.
"You're a sÍmrt boy!"
Meanwhile, Aurelia is adding the finishirg touches to her table decorations.
She places twCI nËgnificent candelabras, each with five white candles, on the
table.
"May I light them this evening?"
"Yes, when we are ready to have dinner with Dr. Paracelsus. They give so
much light that we won't need to have any other lights on."
By now it is alnnst dark outside. They can hear a whinny from the horse
trailer, not far from Aurelia's caravan. The horses are getting their evening
feed. Eva gets an extra portion of oats to help her recover from the birth of
Ajax and to rrnke sure she has enough milk for him. Aurelia asks Jean-Pierre
to look for Popov the clown and to invite him to have dinner with them
tonight. Then he rmy play outside untilshe calls him in.
When he is gone, she goes to her writing desk; opens a drawer in which there
is a key, and with this key she opens another drawer so far at the back of
the desk it is almost invisible. From this drawer, she takes out the testarnent
that she saw for the first tin're after she was appointed directress of Circus
Mediterraneo. She wants to show the testarnent to Paracelsus because she
guesses that he has played an important role in drawing it up, All the signs
indicate that one of these days, probably tonnorrow or the next day, unusual
things are going to happen. She wants Popov to be present tonight because
she trusts him; and also because Popov, through his friendship with the old
director, probably knows rïore than she herself about the background of the
testarnent, about Delphi's secret knowledge and about Jean-Pierre's real
parents.
Not only does her caravan travel the world over, but rrnny conversations
about uncomÍnon affairs also take place there. The forrner director was
known for getting along well with his people and aninnls, and for being a
good business tmn, but he was also fanrous for his long talks with people like
Paracelsus and Popov. And everywhere he went, and that included rnny
countries, he seerned to attract unusual people like a ffHgnet. He also
delivered ffFssages that people did not want to trust to the nmil. Even highly-
placed politicians gladly rmde use of his services.
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While Aurelia is deep in her own thoughts, she is interrupted by the sound of
footsteps and, shortly thereafter, a knock at the door.
"That must be Paracelsus."
As slte walks to the door, she glances at the mirror to see if she looks like
the sarne Aurelia Soleri as in the Circus Mediterraneo posters, hanging
everywhere in the city. She likes to be recognized as the trainer of her
rnagnificent horses. ln Aurelia's eyes, horses have a matchless beauQl,
especially in the transition from walking to trotting and galloping. The
ffnveffrent of the legs and the neck, of the ffHne and the muscular body, and
the glowing, moist eyes nake her fall in love again with her own horses each
tirne.
She opens the door as Dr. Paracelsus removes his hat with an elegant
Eesture and bows lightly to her.
"CorFE in, Paracelsusr" she says warmly.
Preceding him to the living room of the caravan where there are a few
comfortable cane chairs and a snmll sofa, she stops to switch on a table
lamp.
"Now at least you can see if anything has changed since you werê last here."
Without waiting for a reply, Aurelia tells Paracelsus that she also invited
Popov for dinner because she knows that they are well acquainted with each
other.
Paracelsus smiles.
"You're right. The director, Popov and I were good friends. Whenever Circus
Mediterraneo perforrned in this city, we rnet each other for dinner, just as
now. lf you like, l'll tell you sortething about the background of our
friendship."
Aurelia nods her head in agreement and says:
"l would very much appreciate knowing more about it, because now I am not
only responsible for everything which happens in the Circus, but also for Jean-
Pierre. I have the impression that you and Popov also know about the
contents of the testament which was handed over to nne after I was
appointed directress."
While Aurelia pours a glass of sherry for her guest and a glass of port for
herself, Paracelsus begins his story.
"Your predecessor, my friend Sarlgrsianz, catrte to visit fite onë day, after
Popov told him that I had Delphi the owl. Our friendship started the first
Ínornent we saw each other. I share the opinion of my friend, Freddy Ayer,
the English philosopher, that when people nreet each other, the first ten
minutes are decisive. After ten minutes, you should know what you can
expect from each other.
Sarkysianz wanted to buy the owl for his circus. I refused, but I told him that
he could borrow Delphi.
The reason he wanted Delphi in his circus was because such a rnagnificent
bird can welcorne the audience at the entrance, and even rnre importantly,
she could help solve argurnents in the circus. For the owl hears and sees
everything, says nothing, yet knows who is right and who is wrong, or what is
best for the whole circus. That is the reason that she interceded in your
appointment. After she flew to your shoulder, Popov cried: 'Delphi has
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spoken. Aurelia is the new directress!' And even though there nere
disagreernents in the beginning, everyone accepted Popov's proposal,
because everyone knew that Popov was not pushing his own opinion, but
followirg the judgernent of Delphi.
As long as people know that a referee is fair and not workirq in his own
interest, they will accept his ruling.
Perhaps you are surprised that I krpw so much about your appointrnent, but
Popov and Delphi have told rre all about i\ each in his own way. Years ago
we knew there could be problens around the succession, becarse rqy friend
Sarlgrsianz did not have any children. So there was no direct treir and
successor. That was another reason for letting Delphi renmin in the circus."
A long silence falls, while both stare into the darkness.
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Chapter 7. The Testament

"Another item we have to discuss is the testarnent. You are correct
in assuming that Popov and I know ffare about it, because we had the trust
and friendship of Sarkysianz.
It says in the testarnent that Delphi knows about the only flying carpet that
still exists on this earth, and that this carpet may only be used by the boy
who will be chosen by Delphi. Perhaps )íou are wondering why The Last Flying
Carpet and a boy are rnentioned in the testarnent. I will gladly explain.
Exactly se\ren years ago to the day - it was the third of October - a rrnn
walked into my shop in the afternoon. He was in the company of a wonmn in
the last weeks of her pregnancy. ln order not to keep you in suspense any
longer, I will tellyou who that couple was. They were Jean-Pierre's parents.
Two days later, the wornan Eave birth to her first child, but died in childbirth
that sanre day. She is buried in the Jewish cernetery in Genoa.
The nun's naffe was Jean-Claude Auriol. He told me that on ene of his ffany
trips through the Middle East, he had heard there was a flying carpet in the
city of Baghdad, for which the secret formula for flying it had been lost. He
had also heard that I had an owl in rr1í possession who knew the formula.
And he clairned that his wife also knew the secret of the formula."
Aurelia looks at him, surprised. She cannot believe her ears.
Paracelsus sees her aÍrpzement, but goes on with his story, undisturbed.
"Jean-Claude Auriol, Jean-Pierre's father, proposed a meetinE between his wife
and Delphithe owl, either alone or in our presencer to find out if the formula
was the saffe. lf it was, then we could be sure that the carpet from the
palace of the forrrer caliph would fly aEain with this forrrn-rla.
I accepted his proposal, and we agreed to rneet each other in a secluded
spot the next day . I would bring Delphi and ask her to react to Mrs. Auriol's
formula by hooting three times if the words she spoke were correct.
The place where we would rreet each other was - believe it or not - the sarne
Jewish cernetery where she is now buried.
That very eveninE, I picked up Delphi at rrry friend Sarkysianz' house, and
asked her to hoot three tinres if Mrs. Auriol spoke the right words.
The next day we rnet each other at the cernetery. Mr. Auriol and I stood
several meters away from Mrs. Auriol and Delphi. From a pocket which she
had sewn into her brassiere, Mrs. Auriol brought out a tiny cylinder which held
a srnall piece of parchrnent. Slowly, she read the words written on it. We
could not understand them, as the wind was blowing away from us. But what
we could clearly hear, when she was finished, was Delphi calling 'hoot-hoot-
hoot'. lt sounded alnrost cerernonious,
From that mornent on, we knew we were on the right track, even though we
did not know how we could ever get hold of The Last Flying Carpet.
ïherefore you can irnagine how pleasantly surprised I was today, exactly
seven years after the visit of Mr. and Mrs. Auriol, to see you cotrË in with
Jean-Pierre and, just after that, to get a visit from Abdel lbn Saoud. After
your arrival, and Mr. Saoud's, I knew that the stars must be favorable and
that we could finally solve one of the oldest puzzles. With your permission, I

will conclude by telling you what I think we should do now."
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Aurelia nods in agreernent. She is so dumbfounded by the whole story that
she only naw sees that she has forgotten to refill the glasses.
While she is pouring, Paracelsus says he wants to go to the graveyard the
day after torrnrrow, together with her, Jean-Pierre, Popov and Delphi. He
continues his story:
"After the death of Mrs. Auriol on the fifth of October, Delphi siole the
cylinder with the secret formula and flew away with it" Everyone was
perplexed, but no one did anything about it due to their grief over Mrs.
Auriol's death, and their faith in Delphi. We trusted that Delphi knew what she
was doing.
Because the birth of the child coincided with the death of its nrother, and the
mother had possessed the secret formula, we all decided that if Delphi
agreed, Jean-Pierre could becorne the sole owner of the secret formula and
with it, owner of The Last Flying Carpet. That is why you found the statement
in the testaffEnt that only Delphi can decide about thê boy. And that explains
Delphi's friendship with the boy. Jean-Pierre did not know the owl, but the owl
has known him since his birth."
At that mornent they.hear voices outside. Popov and Jean-Pierre cornê inside
together. Aurelia asks Jean-Pierre to light the candles.
Popov and Paracelsus are happy to see each other again. The men embrace
and kiss each other on both cheeks.
After this, Paracelsus suEgests to Aurelia that they call each other by their
first narnes, and from now on, Jean-Pierre rtny call him'Para'.
"That almost sounds like Papa," cries Jean-Pierre.
"Allaost," says Paracelsus, "but not quite. And it isn't necessary, rrv boy,
because your father is still alive. And I will do everything I can for you to see
him again before too long. Your father and I are friends. I want to be your
friend, too, not take the place of your father."
Dinner takes longer that evening than usual. They have so much to tell each
other. Jean-Pierre is hypnotized by the candles he lit. He is so fascinated by
the flanres that he sornetimes forgets to listen. But as soon as they talk
about the next day and Sunday, he pricks up his ears. The day after
tornorrow, Sunday, is his birthday. He'll be seven years old. Paracelsus
proposês to go to the graveyard on Sunday. When Jean-Pierre looks up in
surprise, not understanding why they want to go to the graveyard on his
birthday, Popov says with a broad smile:
"l'd like to rrnke the dead people laugh; they should ]uve sorne fun,too."
Aurelia tells Jean-Pierre that she will explain it to him. Besides, it is high tinrc
for him to go to bed. She will walk with him to his room.
Jean-Pierre says good-bye to Paracelsus and Popov and walks hand in hand
with Aurelia to his room which is next to her room. While Aurelia is tucking him
in, she says to him softly:
"We are going to buy a big bouquet of flowers for your rr-tother and give
them to her."
"But my rnother lives very far away from here."
"Yes, that's true," says Aurelia, "but I mean your real rrnther. As you know,
your parents in France are not your real parents, but your step-parents."
"So I do have a real father and rnother?" asks Jean-Pierre.
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"Yes, everyone has a real father and rrnther, othenruise you could not be
born. But your real rnother died just after your birth. She saw you and you
rnade her very happy.Your father could not take care of you by hinuelf
because he has to travel for his work. That is why he looked for step-parents
for you. ln the next few days, we will discuss whether or not you can go in
search of your father in the near future. So now you actually have three
parents: your real father, your step-father and your step-rrnther. And I am
Iike a mother to you, too, now because I love you very much, and I want to
take care of you. And I am sure your real mother is close to us and is
following everything that happens."
"Where is she buried, then?"
"ln this city, in Genoa. We will take you to the graveyard and bring a beautiful,
large, colorful bouquet of flowers for her. Then you can give them to her."
Jean-Pierre feels sadness and joy creeping from his belly to his throat. He
feels surprised that his step-parents are not his real parents even though he
has always known it. lsn't that the reason that he often longingly watched
the birds in the sky, who can so easily fly to faraway countries? Didn't he
know since his earliest years that he carre from another country? Now he
understands suddenly why his step-rrnther sometirnes looked at him so
searchingly, as if she was asking herself questions about him. He never
noticed it in his step-father. He was always very calm.
Jean-Pierre gets excited at the idea that he will perhaps be going on a
journey to search for his real father.
"Willyou stay with rne a little longer, Aunt Aurelia? lfeel so strange. And will
you tell me a story, too?"
"Yes, I'll tellyou a fairy tale.
Once there was a boy who was playinE at the edge of the woods. There
were nmny birds which flew back and forth from a meadow near a lake to
the trees in the woods. ln order to see them better, the boy climbed into a
tree. At the top of the tree there was a branch that was shaped like a fork.
There was a srmll nest with a tiny egg in the hollow of that branch.
For hours the boy waited to see if the bird parents would corrË back to
guard the egg and keep it warm. When that didn't happen, he decided to
take it home with him. On the way horne, he thought about what his teacher
at school had told them - that you had to keep eEEs just as warm as your
body or they could not hatch. He asked hinmelf in despair how he would be
able to do that in order to save the little bird in the egg.
Suddenly he Eot an idea: 'l have to swallow the egg whole, because if it is in
my storrËrch, the little bird in the egg will be warm.'
Without further thoughq he swallowed it.
When he arrived horne, he did not tell what he had done, because he was
afraid of how his parents would react. They would think that what he had
done was crazy.
That night he drearned that he was the guest of a bird family. They kept
offering him delicious seeds, while the youqEest birds watched him in
suspicious surprise.
The next morning he woke up early. lt was beginning to get light outside. He
heard chirping under the blankets. Carefully he lifted the sheet to see where
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that sound was coming frorn His eyes opened big as silver dollars. The sourd
came from his stonach. The little bird had climbed out of the egg and was
now in his stormch!"
Jean-Pierre laughed.
"And what lupprs then?"
"The boy," arsrïers Aurelia, "later becarne a ventriloquist in Circus
Mediterraneo. There's not only a bird livirq in his stonach now, but also a
giant and sorne boyfriends ard girlfriends who have arguments sofftetiÍnes,
and ottrer tirnes have a lot of fun. And now you have to sleep. lt's gotten
nnrch too late."

: With a big kiss, Aurelia leaves Jean-Pierre.
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Chapter 8. Circus Mediterraneo in Genoa

When Aurelia gets back to the roem, she finds Paracelsus and Popov involved
in a lively conversation. Popov can't keep his hands still for a rnonlent,
especially when he's talking. He is constantly emphasizing everything he says
with gestures, just as he does in the circus. Paracelsus ffnves only his mouth
and his eyes. ln comparison to the lively Popov, he sonretimes appears to be
nade up of only a head.
Aurelia is glad to see that the gentlennn have helped thenreelves to wine and
cognac. They feel at home in her house, and act like rrembers of the
household.
The conversation quickly returns to the question of how the circus should give
its first perfonrmnces in the coming two days, and also how the secret
formula can be found with the help of Delphi. For if they don't discover it
before Delphi leaves for Baghdad on Monday, then they won't discover it for
the next five years. And by then Jean-Pierre would be eleven years old or
older. All three agrêe that Delphi will probably only entrust The Last Flying
Carpet to Jean-Pierre. All signs point to that. And in addition, he has rnore
right to it than anyone else, considering that it was his rmther who
discovered the secret formula. How she nmnaged to do it is a ffDfstery, êven
for Paracelsus. The only ones who might know are Jean-Pierre's father and
the person who gave the formula to Judith Auriol. Could it have been a
descendant of the Caliph of Baghdad? Was she possibly a friend of his?
There are more questions than answers. Aurelia laughs and says:
"lt just goes to show, my friends, that one fool can ask fftore questions than
tên wise men can answer."
They decide to devote all their attention to the first perfonrnnce of Circus
Mediterraneo en Saturday, and to visit the cemetery Sunday, as promised to
JearrPierre.
Then they takê leave of each other, but not for long.
Saturday afternoon at four o'clock they see each other again in Genoa at the
festive opening of the circus. Genoa is always the first city the company visits
during the fall season in ltaly.
That night Aurelia hears Jean-Pierre call her in his dream, as if he is
astonished at whatever he is seeing. He does not sound afraid. She smiles,
turns over and goes back to sleep.
That afternoon there is already a long line at the box office at three-thirty. lt
is a sunny day. You can hear the sound of Arnoldo's and Boldoni's trumpets
from far away. They are standing on a high scaffolding in front of the
entrance ta the circus tent, playing tunes for two trumpets. Delphi is sitting
on her perch at the inside of the tent, above the entrance. The first thing the
visitors see when they enter the tent is Delphi. And the few who don't see her,
get to hear her. For as soon as Delphi notices that someone does not see
her, she rmkes a few appropriate sounds so that the inattentive visitor
jumps and looks up. This tirne Delphi is doing her very best because she
knows that today and tomorrow are her two last days in Circus
Mediterraneo. She has been working in the circus so long, that even Aurelia
Soleri, the directress, cannot rernember when Delphi wasn't there.
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Delphi knows how ald she is, and that, at least in hunpn terrrs, is very old. lt
is not easy to see how old an owl is. All the gray feathers that they naturally
have and the big, ringed eyes, nnke the owl a distinguished bird. And
distinguished birds, just as distinguished people, always seem to want to defy
tirne to a certain extent. They act as though they have nothing to do with
time, as if tinre belongs to them, instead of them belonging to tirne. This way
of thinking about tirne, which is not so easy for people to understand, is
norrnal for Delphi. That is why she has beconre such a wise bird. The art of
being wise is actually being able to look at things from all sides and not fool
yourself, no matter how much you want soïnething - or don't want it. lt is as
simple as that, Delphi thinks. And she begins to think again about why there
are so few wise people and so rrnny wise owls. You would actually expect the
opposite.
While Delphi rocks back and forth and provides the early visitors with a topic
for conversation, Jean-Pierre's eyes are practically popping out of his head as
he watches the horses being saddled and decorated in the horse trailer.
Later, standing high on their back legs, they too will greet the visitors.
Aurelia tells Jean-Pierre about the openinE act. First she coffres in with an
enorffpus whip which she gaily cracks in the air around her. lf she wants to,
she can even knock the cap off one of the visitors in the first row with her
whip, without him really feeling it. That's how fast it is. The force of the wind
does the work, actually. She only gives it direction. When Aurelia has finished
with her first number with the whip, six rnagnificent black horses burst
suddenly onto the circus floor and rnake fiEure eights in two groups of three.
Then, at a sign of her whip, they rear on their back legs facing the public.
When she cracks the whip aEain, they snort and trot behind each other with
their gleaming nmnes swaying on their proud necks.
Today Ajax will accompany Eva for the first tirne. He won't leave his mother's
side for a moment, and will undoubtedly melt the hearts of the whole
audience, the big people as well as the little people.
The clue to these numbers is to keep the tempo so high that the audience
has the feeling they can hardly follow it. First of all, no one gets bored and
secondly, ïhere is no time to figure out how it all works. The spectators don't
get the chance to think things over. People are supposed to enjoy thenpelves
in the circus. They can save the worrying for horne, work or school.
Aurelia tells these kinds of stories to Jean-Pierre while she is braiding Ajax's
tail with a red and white ribbon.
she decides to give Ajax the colors of the city they are performing in. For
Genoa it is white and red. But Aurelia also knows that white and red are the
colors of the farnous Arrsterdam saccer club Ajax, for which she nan'red the
foal.
Aurelia had asked Delphi to look for Abdel lbn Saoud, and to warn her as
soon as she sees him with a special sound, a high and low "oohoo". Aurelia
hopes deep in her heart that her circus can go on tour through the Middle
East and then perform in Baghdad. This Saoud can be just the right n€n to
introduce the idea in Baghdad. He knows people with power and influence and
in her own way, Delphi can be of assistance to him. This will alsq mke
Delphi's departure on Monday morning less painful. For Circus Mediterraneo
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without Delphi is still hardly thinkable. She hasn't told the rrnmbers of her
staff yet so as not to upset them before the first performance. Aurelia
knows from experience that the first perfornance in a city sets the tone for
the rest of the performances. ïhat's why she always does her best to create
a good feeling in the Eroup before the start of a new show.
While Aurelia is thinking about all these different things, ard is giving orders
left and right, still having tinre for Jean-Pierre's questions, they suddenly hear
a high "oohoo" followed by a low "oohee".
There is Abdel lbn Saoud. She leaves the horse trailer imrrediately to welcorre
him personally before the show stans. At the exact nmrrent that Abdel and
Aurelia are shaking hands, Delphi flies in a circle around them, to the imrnense
enjoyrnent of the audience and Abdel and Aurelia, too.
The audience is happy, but also curious about the coming show. The last few
minutes seem long and the tension is rising.
At the stroke of four, Arnoldo and Boldini enter the circus by the rrnin
entrance and stroll among the visitors towards the floor of the ring, filling the
whole circus tent with their trumpet music all the while. Sonretinres it sounds
sad, and sometirnes it has the power of an elephant so big it could pull down
the whole tent by itself.
They are approaching the ring when Aurelia appears from the other side,
cracking her impressive whip. Jean-Pierre's cap flies through the air before he
knows what is happening or how it could have happened. Aurelia lauEhs at his
surprised face. A few seconds later, six black horses and the foal storm into
the ring. The audience cheers. The white and red in Ajax's tail rrake the
Genoans fall in love with the foal at first sight.
Aurelia keeps a quick tempo in the performing horses act, to set the pace for
the rest of the acts.
The perforrrnnce of Circus Mediterraneo lasts two hours. At the end, the
audience gives Aurelia and all the circus artists a standing ovation. The first
show in Genoa is a great success.
Abdel lbn Saoud says to Aurelia that he is sure the people in Baghdad, would
also love to see such a show. Perhaps it will be possible to negotiate with the
city council and arrange a tour.
Aurelia is glowing with happiness and says that she would consider it a great
honor to perform with her circus in Baghdad.
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Chapter 9. The Secret Formula

That night, Jean-Pierre dreams about his house on the river. He sees his step-
father pruning the grapevines. lt is warm outside. His step-father asks him
how it was in the circus and if he can already fly. Jean-Pierre looks at his
step-father in surprise.
"l fly sornetimes in my drearïls," he answers. His step-father laugtrs and says:
"The birds do it the other way around. They fly when they're not dreaming."
When Jean-Pierre wakes up the next day, he looks right away to see if Delphi
is still there, even before he remembers that it is his birthday and that it is
going to be a special day.
When he enters Aurelia's living room, he hears Popov, Aurelia and Paracelsus
loudly singing "For he's a jolly good fellow" and "Happy birthday to you".
All kinds of delicious cakes and rolls are on the table. Aurelia gives him a
package which he immediately opens. lt is a nagic set with a note saying
that Popov will teach him the best nagic tricks in the world. While he is kissing
Aurelia to thank her, Popov rnakes the set disappear. When Jean-Pierre looks
at his hands, he is startled to see that the set isn't there anyrnore. Popov
laughs.
"The great vanishing trick," he says. "l'll teach you that one, too, but we'll
save it for last."
Paracelsus shakes Jean-Pierre's hand and tells him that his present is too
special to bring here. lt's for later, in the afternoon
This nprning they are going to the cemetery together.
Delphi is sitting on Jean-Pierre's left shoulder as usual. As they get closer to
the cerreteÍY, the tension rises. What will Delphido? Even the usually calm
Paracelsus has trouble not showing any erntion.
Suddenly, Delphi flies away in ttre direction of the cenÊtery. She vanishes in
the top of a high cypress which stands at the entrance to the cernetery.
Everyone wants to stand still to see what Delphi is doing. But Paracelsus
walks on and tells the others not to pay any attention to Delphi.
When they arrive at the cernetery, Aurelia holds Jean-Pierre's hand tiEhtly.
Slowly they walk to the spot where his nrother is buried. Chiseled on the
grave store is: Jndith Auriol-Sermh, died 5734.
Aurelia tells Jean-Pierre that the Jewish people use a much older system of
dates than the one we use. Jean-Pierre asks:
"What does that mean?"
Aurelia tells him that long ago, every Eroup of people had their own system
for counting the years. The Chinese counted by their emperors. With every
new line of emperors, they started counting again from the beginning of the
reign. The Jews c€unt from the beginning of their history; the Christians from
the birth of Jesus Christ. The Christian system of dates is now used
everywhere.
While Aurelia is stilltalking softly, Jean-Pierre looks at his nrother's grave and
thinks: Is she really lying there? Does she know that lam here? Do I look like
her? Was she pretty?
All at once he knows what to do; he has to search for his father and ask him.
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Aurelia is still holding Jean-Pierre's hand tiEhtly. She is wondering what is going
through his head. lt must be very strange to stand at your rnother's grave
for the first tinre on your seventh birthday, when you did not even know until
recently that your mother was dead. Tears corrn to her eyes. She loves this
child.
Suddenly everyone looks up. They clearly hear Delphi's wings flapping. She
lands on the tombstone of Jean'Pierre's mother with a cylinder in her beak,
and flies from the grave to Jean-Pierre's shoulder again. She holds the
cylinder in front of his face like a challenge. Jean-Pierre grabs it, looks at it,
and turns it over a few tirnes. He keeps looking at it in affutzeffÊnt, without' knowing what to do with it. Paracelsus nods his head at Jean-Pierre and tells
him to open it. Jean-Pierre begins to pull carefully on the round cap. Everyone
watches closely. When the cap is off, Jean-Pierre pulls out a piece of paper.
With his trained eye, Paracelsus sees right away that it isn't paper, but
parchrnent. That can ffrean that it is very old. Until now, he is thinking,
everything is going exactly as I expected.
Jean-Pierre rolls the paper open and sees that there are words written on it.
While he cannot read well yet, these letters are so clear that he silently
nrouths the words with his lips: t ttHNeH TAvKEL oHpEK and onper TAvKEL MAHNEH.

He repeats this several tirres. ln the meantinre, Paracelsus is holding his
forefinger to his lips as a sign to Jean-Pierre that he rnay read the words, but
that he rïay not speak them out loud. Beneath these six words are two
other words, but written differently. With trouble, Jean-Pierre can rmke out
that'for Judith' is written there, and that a long narn follows which he
cannot read.
Everyone around Jean-Pierre is holding his breath. Carefully, he puts the
parchrnent back into the cylinder.
The tinre has corne to leave Mrs. Auriol-Senph's grave and, with Jean-Pierre
holding on to Delphi's cylinder tightly, to go back to the circus. With Jean-
Pierre's help, Aurelia lays a beautiful bouquet of flowers en the tombstone,
bows slightly, and says to Jean-Pierre:
"Shall we go now? lf you want, we can coffË back again nêxt week."
Jean-Pierre begins to cry. Going away nukes him feel very sad. Through his
tears he sees a round pebble shimrrering. He picks it up spontaneously and
lays it next tCI the flowers on the tombstone.
Paracelsus suggests they go to his house to discuss things further and to
give Jean-Pierre his present.
As they walk through the Sunday-quiet streets of Genoa, Paracelsus tells
Jean-Pierre that today, on his birthday, he will become the proud owner of
the only flying carpet left in t]re world. There used to be rrnre of them, but
either the secret formulas needed to be able to fly them were lost or the
carpets were stolen. Because, of course, everyone wants to have a flying
carpet. lt makes a person as powerful as the great birds. With a flyinE
carpet you can go anywhere you want. Paracelsus finished his story with the
words:
"l will help you with your first try."
Having arrived at Paracelsus' house in the Via Marconi, they go right to ttre
back room which gives on to the snull, walled-in courtyard. Paracelsus takes
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the Persian carpet from Abdel lbn Saoud, who has arrived in the rneantirrre,
and asks everyone except Jean-Pierre to wait in the study. He then goes
outside with Jean-Pierre, where he lays the carpet on the courerard
flagstones and says:
"You read the sarne three words a few tirnes over. I saw that by the way
your lips moved. I assurne that the words you read with your eyes were still
the sarne words, but only another way around. ls that right?"
Jean-Pierre looks at him and says:
"Yes, it looked like 'apple, dog, cat' and 'cat, dog, apple'."
"That is good." says Paracelsus. "That ffÊans the following: if you say the
words one way while you are sitting on a flying carpet' then you go up. Say
the same words the other way around and then you go down. Do you
understand?"
Jean-Pierre nods his head yes.
"Are you ready to sit on this flying carpet?"
Jean-Pierre nods his head again. Excited, he waits to see what Paracelsus
wants him to do.
"Then go sit on the carpet now and slowly and softly say the words you read
on the parchment from your nnther. After saying those three words, you will
go up, carpet and all. When you want to corre down, repeat the sarne three
words the other way around. Understand?"
Jean-Pierre nods his head. He sits on the Flying Carpet and repeats the words
MAHNEH TAYKEL OHPEK and OHPEr TAYKEL MAHNEH in his head a few tirnes. Then he
whispers the words softly and gets the surprise of his life: he slowly goes up.
In no tinre he is hovering over the l"reads of Aurelia, Paracelsus and Popov,
who, unable to control thernselves any longer, carrxe outside when they saw
Jean-Pierre slowly ascending on the carpet. Paracelsus is also amazed and
overjoyed to see Jean-Pierre ascending. An old dream which he had thought
about and worked on for many years is finally coming true. Delphi calls
" oohoo-oohoo-oohoo".
When Jean-Pierre reaches the top of the tree, he becomes afraid. Now I have
to say the secret formula back to front, he thinks.
He whispers: " oHPEK TAYKEL MAHNEH".

As soon as he says these words, he begins to go down at the sarr€ speed
he went up.
Everyone steps back through the open door into the study to give Jean-Pierre
enough room to land. When he lands softly on the stone floor of the
courtlrard, he steps off his carpet glowing with happiness and gets hugged
and kissed enthusiastielly by everyone.
Paracelsus says to Jean-Pierre now:
"This is the present I spoke of this morning. You are the one and only lawful
owner of The Last Flying Carpet. With this carpet you will have nuny
adventures; you can search for your father, but also visit your step-parents
in France. With it, you will nmke Circus Mediterraneo even fftore famous than it
already is. Tell no one, but absolutely no one, the formula. Even I do not want
to know the formula. lt can only cause trouble, a great deal of trouble.
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Chapter 1O. Abdel lbn Saoud on 'the Orient'

On the evening of his birthday, Jean-Pierre doesn't fall asleep until late.
The visit to his rnother's grave, his first experience with The Last Flying
Carpet and saying good-bye to Delphi, who remained with Paragelsus, give
him the feeling tlmt he is standing on the threshold of another world. Didn't
Paracelsus say that he could now go in search of his father? ln the distance
he hears the humming noise of an airplane. He smiles. Now he can fly by
hinnelf.
ln the Via Marconi, Paracelsus takes out his beloved crystal after his guests
leave. At thè end of a busy, renurkable day he always needs to look at the
glistening of the stone. lt nakes him feel calm inside. He solved the old puzzle
of The Last Flying Carpet today, but the price is high; for he has to do
without Delphi for a period of five years. The thought that Delphi apparently
wants it this way consoles him. A person is wise if he knows what he doesn't
understand, Parace lsus thinks.
In the rneantirne, Delphi is in a deep sleep. Paracelsus decides to follow her
example.
While Paracelsus dreanre about the scintillating water of the Mediterranean
Sea in which an island suddenly appears, overgrown with citrus trees bent by
the wind, Abdel lbn Saoud is arranging his departure from Genoa in the
harbor. The ship'the Orient' is being prepared for the trip to Beirut. Baskets
and boxes with food are being brought on board. The city is still sleeping, but
the harbor is already awake and full of action as if being pulled by threads
from Írnny other places out of sight and far away.
Saoud is carrying half of the gold he has to pay for Delphi in a wide leather
belt under his clothes. He does not have the other half yet. He hadn't counted
on paying such a high figure. But he trusts that Delphi's advice pill bring him
enough monêy to quickly get the second half of the payment together.
Nothing ventured, nathing gained, he thinks.
At precisely six o'clock in the nrorning he is standing in front of Paracelsus'
shop. His ship leaves in an hour. He does not have much tirre to lose.
Paracelsus opens the door. For a mornent he hopes that Abdel lbn Saoud is
not able to pay him so that he won't have to let Delphi leave. When he sees
the gold, he knows that it is too late.
As Saoud lays down the snrall bars of Z4'carat gold on one side of the scale,
Delphi hops onto the other side. Delphi weiEhs exactly 125O graÍrË. Five tinres
Delphi's weight in gold was agreed upon, which rmkes it 6250 grarrs.
Abdel lbn Saoud renprks:
"Dr. Paracelsus, since I did not count on paying such a high price, I cannot
pay you the whole price in gold at one tirne. Can you accept this half now,
and my l.O.U. for the other half?"
Unshakable, Paracelsus says:
"l do not need an l.o.u. lf you should fail to pay me, Delphi's presence will be
worthless to )íou. Either she will not give you advice any longer, or still worse,
the wrong advice. You will discover what the difference is too late, and will
curse yourself that you did not fulfill your promise to me. I propose that you
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let Delphi leave after two and a half years if you do not pay your debt by the
end of the year.
Both gentlerren smile. They know they are a good rrntch for each other. A
handshake seals the verbal agreernent.
Abdel lbn Saoud takes out a thin, golden chain and attaches it.to a ring on
Delphi's leg. Paracelsus Eives Delphi a last pat on her head, opens the door
for them and calls after them in a loud voice:
"Arrivederci, Delphi!"
Having coffte aboard 'the Orient', Abdel lbn Saoud inspects his cabin carefully.
This trip is one of the most important in his life and he wants to be sure that
everything is alright. He knows from experience that ffnst people enjoy taking
rather than giving, and this nmkes him suspicious. Although no one knows the
real purpose of his trip, he is always on his guard. Delphi the owl is his Ínost
precious possession.
When the bell rings for breakfast, he goes upstairs. ln the rrnantirne, 'the
Orient' has left Genoa far behind. Only the contours of the city spread against
the flanks of the mountain are still visible. The sun is gleaming above the
water like a golden ball.
While Abdel lbn Saoud is standing entranced by this dazzliryg view, a n€n's
voice behind him says:
"Wouldn't you like to bqf the sun?"
Surprised, he looks around. Usually he can feel the presence of scrneone
behind him, even before having seen him. This nun was able to take him by
surprise.
"Are you Egyptian?" asks Abdel with a rrreaningful smile.
Now it is the other's turn to laugh.
"Yes. How did you guess?"
"Who else would ask if sorreone wants to buy the sun? Your ancestors were
worshipping and studying the sun thousands of years ago. That's why I

asked."
The gentlernen shake hands. When people have to spend several days and
nights on the water, which is timeless and quiet, they begin to need each
others'company.
The gentleÍnen decide to have breakfast together.
A lively discussion begins. Careful$, they explore each others' activities.
Neither wants to give rnore infornation about his work and secret plans than
the other. The reason is that both are top-level governrnent advisors in their
own country, and so are continually dealing with the question of how much
power and wealth they can conquer. That is why Abdel lbn Saoud was willing
to pay such a high price for Delphi.
The Egyptian, whose naffE is Mubarak, asks his breakfast companion:
"Do you think it is possible to defeat a large arrrry with a srnall army? lf you
can give me a good idea about this, I will richly reward you with gold, unless
you prefer dollars er yen."
Saoud takes a sip of his black coffee and thinks to hinmelf:
"This is not bad. lf Delphi gives me good advice, I can nuke my first deal on
this trip."
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But he decides not to accêpt the offer immediately, and answers the question
with a counter question:
"lnugine that I give you good advice, how can I know for certain that you
can and will pay me enough? And even if you can assure me, how do I know
that my advice will not be used against Íne or nry country?"
Mubarak smiles and answers:
"But your problem is my problem, too. For how do I know that your advice
really is good advice? I will only know that when it is used, and you do not
want to wait that long for your rnoney."
"That is true for all bf us," answers Abdel. "A doctor's advice, or the
purchase of a car or a carnel never gives us the certainty that we are
getting value for our ÍTmney. We always have to trust our comÍrnn sense and
a good balance between each others' interests. ln this way, the earth can
continue to revolve around the sun the longest."
Both gentlerrnn begin to laugh spontaneously. The ice is broken. Abdel lbn
Saoud promises to think about the question of how a small army can defeat
a large ànïïf, and says good-bye to Mubarak.
Back in his cabin, he greets Delphi. He is shocked to see that Delphi has bitten
through the golden chain. When he tries to fix the chain, Delphi shakes her
head three times from left to right and from right to left. Saoud understands
that she will not cooperate as long as she is a captive bird. There is no other
choice than to let Delphi free and to trust that she does not fly away. He
puts the golden chain away in his suitcase.
Delphi greêts him now with'oohoo'. This gives Saoud the courage to tell
Delphi about Mubarak's question. As soon as he is finished, Delphi flies from
the edge of the bed to the table and begins to scratch strange figures with
her right leg. Quickly, Saoud takes a piece of black paper out of his leather
attaché case, places it under Delphi's legs and sees to his arnazement that
she is scratching all kinds of strange signs. He cannot read the signs, but
they look like Egyptian hieroglyphics. Delphi calmly goes on scratching until
there are rnore than thirqy signs on the black paper. Then she stops and flies
back to the edge of the bed.
Saoud is speechless. What can he do with this? How does he know if this is
the answer to his question?
He decides to take the risk, rolls the paper up as tightly as possible, binds it
and decides to hand it to Mubarak this evening at dinner.
ln the nreantinre, 'the Orient' is steaming steadily forward. The sun is high in
the sky. The passengers arê stretched out on low chairs enjoying their
journey. They have no idea of the strange goings on in the cabin of one of
their fellow passengers. Abdel lbn Saoud is waiting for what is to come.
ïhat evening, he hands the roll of paper to Mubarak, who opens it
imrnediately.
"Hew did you know that I can read this? Who wrote this? This is the advice
an old Egyptian general gavê to Pharaoh Ramses ll to propose one hundred
duels to his much stronger opponent: whoever won the rrpst duels was the
winner. lf the opponent did not dare to accept, then you knew that his
soldiers were not good soldiers, and that you could win even with less
soldiers. lf he did dare to accept, you would have a one-to-one chance."
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Abdel lbn Saoud beanm broadlyn as if he lmd mde it up hinrself arrd says
confidendy:
"l trope yóu 

". 
satisfied. lt is the best advice I could come up with at sLEh

. slrert rptice. lt is your turn now to fulfill your promise."
Ttre gentleren take leave of each other against the background of a clearn
star-filled sky with the moon reflecting the light of the now-irruisible sun.
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11. The Crossing

At the same time that Delphi is traveling in an easterly direction aboard
the Orient, Aurelia, Popov and Paracelsus are busily discussing Jean-
Pierre's flrst flying trip in Genoa.
They quickly give up the idea of letting Jean-Pierre perforun on The fgst
Flying Carpet in Circus Mediterraneo. It would attract large audiengis
but also be the beginning of a great deal of trouhle. All the thieves and
swindlers in Genoa and thereabouts would stop at nothing to get The
Last Flying Carpet. The struggle that nrould break out around the carpet
might not only be dangerous for Jean-Pierre, but also for the circus. The
newspapers would want to know hcw a boy could become the owner of
such a rare carpet. At hearing this news, Abdel Ibn Saoud would
probably turur right around and want to hear from Paracelsus how he
had recovered the secret formula.
"All things considered," says Popov, "the hest thing would probably be
for me to make The Iast Flying Carpet vanish, so that no one, except me,
can steal it."
Aurelia and Paracelsus laugh. Popov is always ready to lighten up a
conversation that is threatening to become heary. He likes to imitate a
general inspecting a parade who sees that his fly is open while his troops
are saluting him. He always says that people shouldn't take themselves
too seriously: there's enough trouhle in the world already. If Jean-Pierre
feels gloomy, Popov blows bubbles with him so that his bad feelings
float away one af er the other and burst high in the air.
After they have talked with each other for a few hours, Aur-elia makes a
suggestion:
"Why don't we ask Jean-Pierre what he wants now that he knows he can
fly?"
Paracelsus and Popov nod in agreement. They call Jean-Pierre. When he
enters Aurelia's room, he can feel that the adults are talking about
something important.
"Have you already thought about what you \Àdant to do with The Iast
Flying Question, Jean-Pierre?" asks Aurelia, watching his face to see if he
has thought about it before.
Jean-Pierre nods and begins to talk:
" La.st night in my hed I got the feeling that there is another world. My
father lives in that world. I want to look for him."
To his surprise, the words roll off his tongue as if they have been there a
long time. The words are there before he thinks them.
Aurelia is surprised at the certainty with which Jean-Pierre speaks.
Yesterday has changed him. He seems mor€ like a maïr than a child. She
looks at Faracelsus, who shows his agreement by slightly bowing his
head. After all, he himself told Jean-Pierre he could search for his father
with The tast Rying Carpet.
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"But don't you want to visit your step-parents first before you begin to
search for your father?"
Jean-Fierre hesitates now with his answer. He does not want to act
unfriendly or ungratefuI to his step-parents, and therefore it's hard for
him to say 'no'. But his heart tells him that he wants to begin his trip as
quickly as possible, today rather than tomorrow; to travel to the strange
landscapes he so often dreamed about, and to the other side of the big
water, where his father lives.
"Can't you write a letter to my step-parents? Then I will make a d.rawing
of The last Flying Carpet. If you write that I've gone in search of my
father, they will understand"
Aurelia promises to write a letter.
Jean-Pierre jumps up from his chair and dances around the whole group.
He is beside himself with happiness. He can hardly believe what is
happening. It surpasses his wildest dreams.
When he has calmed down a little, Paracelsus pulls him close and says:
"You may leave tomorfow, but on one condition. This afternoon I will
teach you how to find your direction in the air. If you don't know where
you are flying, you can never reach your goal."

Happily enough, there is no circus perforrnance on Monday, so everyone
has time to prepare Jean-Pierre's flying trip.
Aurelia takes care of the clothes Jean Pierre will need on his trip. Popov
will look for a quiet spot where he can take off unseen. Paracelsus takes
Jean-Pierre home with him to the Via lvtarconi.
Having arrived there, he takes out a large map. On it, many stars are
shining in a wondrous pattern against a soft blue background.
"This," says Faracelsus, "is the polestar. It will give you something to go
by, because it always points to the North Pole. That's why it's called the
pclestar. And unlike the sun and the moon, it is always in the same
place. For hundreds of years, perhaps even thousands, night travelers in
the desert and especially on the sea have used the fixed position of this
star to deterrnine their direction. The ancient Chinese also oriented their
palaces and temples to the polestar. And a short time ago, my friend
Frassinelli from Florence told me that a house is being built, or is already
built in Amsterdam, directed to the polestar."
This af[ernoon Paracelsus and Jean-Pierre forget the time. For hours,
Faracelsus tells about the secrets of the stars, the Big Bear and the Little
Bear, about Venus, about the different positions of the sun and the
moon. How the sun's gravitational force keeps the earth revolving
around the sun. And how tlre earth's gravitational force keeps the moon
revolving around the earth, while the moon makes the oceans rise and
fall; for it is the pull of the moon which makes ebb and flood. kracelsus
ends his story with these words:
"And so we are aU traveling around together, with each other and
through each other, while we are sitting here on our chairs. we are
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moving without knowing it."

Jean-Pierre asks:
"But how can I fly now?"
Panacelsus gives him a meaningful look, and says:
"You cannot fly by yourseH and neither can The last Flying Carpet fly by
itself. You can only do it together. The reason is that your words change
the carpet into a bird. It does not take the shape of a bird, but it gets the
power of a bird, just as an airplane is a kind of a bird. Delphi the owl, the
wisest bird in the world, knew this secret and has entrusted it now to
you. Be careful with it, and make sure that no one ever gets to know it
without her perruission. For if ttris knowledge and the carpet fall into the
wrong hands, it will turn against the world and everything in it."
Jean-Pierre thinks it is a strange idea that The Iast Flying Carpet is a
kind of bird. How cËrn something that lies still and lifeless suddenly fly
because of a few words?
Paracelsus sees on Jean-Pierre's face that he does not understand. He
walks toward a closet takes out a bag of sand and sprinkles some onto a
metal plate lying on a small table in the corRer af the room. Then he gets
his violin case, takes out the bow and begins to play along the side of the
metal plate. To his surl:rise, Jean-Pierre sees how the grains of sand
begrn to dance around and form beautiful patterns.
Smilingly, Paracelsus asks Jean-Pierre now:
"Were the patterrrs already in the sand, or \ryere they in the metal plate
or in my bow?"
Jean-Pierre thinks it over and then he says:
'nhl. none of the three, because I didn't see them before you started-"
"That's right," Paracelsus says, "the vibrations of the sound make the
patterrrs. The sound gives the sand a new shape. hr this wày, not only
sounds but also words can make new things."
Both look at each other as if they have just made a big discovery.
It has grown dark outside in the meantime.
They agree to go back quickly to Aunt Aurelia's caravan.
That evening, Jan-Pierre has to promise to return at least oRce a year to
theCircus.
The next moming, iust before sunrise, Paracelsus, Popov, Aurelia and
Jean*Pier:re are walking along the beach. Jean-Pierre is holding a small
traveling bag in his right han{ and on his left shoulder he is carrying a
long, round object on a black leather strap. As soon as the beach narrows
along the steep mountainside, they stop and stand in a half circle around
Jean-Pier:re. He takes his carpet out of the oblong case, lays it on the
ground and, after Paracelsus nods encouragingly, sits on it.
Popov begins to hop from one leg to the other. Everyone is laughing now.
The serious mood is broken Aurelia gives Jean-Pieïïe a last kiss.
Gathering all his courage together, Jean-Pierre whispers inaudibly the
words: N{AHNEH TAYKEL oHpEK. The l-ast Ftying Carpet floats upwards
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right away and is quickly above the heads of Aurelia, Paracelsus and
Popov. He turns his eyes now to the great, blue-green water, because
Paracelsus told him he can steer the carpet in any direction he wants
with his e1'q5. He has to make sure that the sun stays oR his left side for
the first few hours, for then he will be flying in a southerly direction,
toward Ngeria and the great desert with the mysterious name Sahara.
Though Aurelia, Paracelsus and Popov are still waving, Jean-Pier:re does
not turn around for one moment. He does not know if that will make the
carpet turn around, too. And they must not think that he is afraid or
homesick
Beneath hirn, a big, white seagull is flying, flapping its wings slowly as if
wishing him a good trip.
hr the distance he sees a few ships. Those people will be amazed, he
thinks. Suddenly he shouts:
"I'm flying! I'm flying! I'm flying!"
The white seagull dives and goes back in the dkection of the coast.
After less than two hours of flying, Jean-Pierre sees sparks dancing in
the distance, like sunlight on water or on a shiny objecL A little later he
discovers that the desert sand is playing its games with the sun.
After another half hour of flying, whitish-gray plains arise as if crawling
up out of the sea.
He quickly begins to form the words in his head which he needs to
descend later. It is á11right here because there is no one to see. After a
few minutes, he passes the border of water and land and says softly:
OHPEK TAYKEL I\.ÍANEH. Before the words are out of his mouth, the
carpet hegins to descend. He lands softly on an African beach, for Africa
is the name of the continent where he has landed.
His father lives here, fhey've told him. Here or there, or there, or there.
With each 'there' her looks in another direction: first to the east, then to
the south, and finally to the west.
Before he begins his search, he decides to eat Aurelia's sandwiches
because a sudden feeling of hunger makes him forget all about
directions. He saves the mineral water for later.
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Chapter 12. Jean-Pierre in Algeria

Jean-Pierre is dreaming. He is walking in a narr<rw alley between white,
pink and blue houses. Suddenly a dog runs at him. Startled, he begins
to kick at it. Sand blows in his eyes. Sweat drips off his face. He wakes
up with a start The sun is now high in the sky. Without realizing it, he
had fallen asleep.
He sees that he is still laying half on his carpet
I'd better not let this happen again, he thinks to himself. This is an
easy way for someone to sêal The Last Flying Carpet
Paracelsus warned him that there \Áras a lot of stealing not only in
Genoa but also in North Africa, in fact, everywhere. It is a contagious
disease, which is widely spread. But he also said that there were still
neighborhoods, villages and districb where people did not have the
clisease, whether they \,vere rich or poor" His lastwords were:
"You must not steal, and especially not as a habit, because it makes
you lazy and dependent on the suffering of others. The only time you
may steal is if you have nothing to eat "
As soon as he remembers Paracelsus'wcrds, he forgets them again He
has to think about how to go on.
He dêcides to fly over land in a westerly direction, keeping the sea in
sight" sooner or later, according to Paracelsus, he should arrive in a
countqr called Morocco.
Another beautiful name, thinks Jean*Pierre. His father lives in this
counQr, at least the big people told him he used to. They even
mentioned the nanne of the city . . . chao or chaouen, something like
that.
It is getting so warrn now tb.at he decides not to wait a moment longer
to take off. It is cooler higher up, and he can still enioy the sun and
watch the sea.
After waving briefly at trre spot where he landed alone for the first
time, he rises slowly on his carpet He says tlre words NL{HNEH TAyKEL
oHPEK slower than he did this morning. Is that the reason he goes up
more slowly?
Probably, thinks Jean-Pierre. Paracelsus told me this carpet is a bird,
which comes alive by my words. If I speak slowly, it moves slowly. It
does whatever I want just like a dog.
All these thoughB float like thin ribbons of clouds through his head.
He feels more airy way up in the sky, just as he feels more watery with
the rolling of the \,rraves in the water. The mntionless ground and the
immobile houses seem really very cïazy. Perhaps everything is actually
difierent tlran we always imagine. It depends if we are on the earth, on
the water or in the air, thinks Jean-Pierre. suddenly he wakes up from
his daydreaming with a start"
In the distance he sees cars driving and still further away, he sees a city
lying on a bay. He has no idea which city it is, but he decides to land
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CIn the outskirts. Only now does he realize how difficult it is to do this
unseen.
All at once he gets an idea. If I lie down completely flat on my carpe!
no one can see me and from a distance the car;:et will look like a piece
of brown paper carried by the wind.
Jean-Pierre lies down and looks to see if there are uury trees close by to
land behind. Fifrteen minutes go by before he sees a group of palm trees
a few hundred yards from ïhe road which will hide him as he lands.
He does not hesitate and begins to say the words: oHpEK TAyKEL MAHNEH.
A few moments later he breatlres a sigh of relief. It worked. There is no
one around. He quickly rolls the carpet up, pub it into the case and
strolls towards the road \,\rith his travel bag in his right hand. Pockets
are sewn into the bottom of the bag, where Aurelia hid small silver
coins. She told him he could pay everywhere with these coins. If people
should ask him where he got the silver coins, he is to say they were
made in honor of the s0th anniversary of Circus Mediterraneo, and
that he earned them by working in this circus. If the people do not
helieve him, then he can prove it by doing a handstand, a double
somersault and landing on his fee\ and no one will doubt it further"
Jean-Pierre smiles. In the meantime he has arrived at the road. Since
there is no person, car, horse or dog in sight he decides to practice a
little. \&lhile he is standing on his hands, he sees something coming in
the distance" He quickly does two somersaults, jumps to his feet again
and sticks out his left thumb for a ride.
A small truck grinds to a halt. The man behind the wheel has a cloth
around his head, snqirqling a narrow face with lively, bright eyes. He
shouts something to Jean-Pierre, who doesn't understand any of it, but
does understand he can get a ride.
When he is sitting in the truck, the man says something again. Jean-
Pierre €lnswers that his name is Jean-Pierre, at which the man exclaims
in French:
n'My name is Mohammed. When I was young, I used to work for a
Frenchy by the name of Jean-Pierre. I{e was a nice guy, but he didn't
pay enough."
The truck driver is a man of about forty. He tells Jean-Pierre that he
carries all kinds of goods with his truck, from oran to Algeria and back;
sometimes straight through the Sahara to hr Salah and even
Tamanrasset He also drives to different cities in Morocco"
He asks Jean-Pierre what he is doing here and where hls parents live.
Jmn-Pierreanswers:
"I'm looking for my father. My step-parents live in France aud my
Aunt Aurelia from Circus Mediterraneo is in Genoa. They gave nre
permission to search for my father who lives in Morocco."
"But where?" the man asks with growing amazement.
"I don't know exactly. They told me he used to live in Chao or
Chaouen."
The man looks amazed. He also has a son of this age, and the idea that
his son would go searching for him has never entered his mind. If he
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would lose his son, he would move heaven and earth to find him. \,\{hy
doesn't this father do that?
The driver looks at Jean-Pierre out of the corner of his right eye and
asks:
"How did you lose your father?"
"My moth.er d.ied the day I was born. My father is always travelling
and couldn't take care of me. That's how I came to my step-parents.
For a long time, I did not know they weren't my real parenG."
Along the left side of the road he sees rnountains in the distance; on
the right side of the road, he can see the sea sometimes. The ci{y comes
slowly closer by.
"De you live there?" asks Jean-Pierre.
The man nads. He has iust decided to take the boy home with him.
n'I have a son at home, the same age as you" He doesn't speak French,
but you will understand each other an),rlrray. You can talk with your
hands and your feet. You can come to my house if you want to. One of
th.ese days, I'll take you wittr me to Morocco. This truck goes
ever;rwhere."
"Does your sen ever go with you?" asks Jean-Pierre.
"Only when he doesn't have school."
The man talks fast and in short sentences. His sentences sound like the
staccato rhythm of the tires under his truck"
They are driving now in the outskirts of the city. Children are playing
on the street The streeb, lined \Nith trees on both sides, are just as
straight as stripes. Only the children don't take notice of the straight
lines" They run in and out of the trees trying to tap each other,
crossing almost in front of the passing cËus.
"I used to do that, too," says the m€ul with a smile on his iace, tooting
his horn loudly to chase the children from tbe street
A few minutes later, the truck stops in a quiet side street where a few
trucks are parked.
"Come on, we're going to m). house.n'
Without waiting for an answer! he jumps out of the truck and opens
the door on Jean-Pierrens side" ,A.s Jean-Pierre is climbing out of the
truck with his long case and bag squeezed under his arm, a dark boy
runs to the big man and jumps right into his arms. They hug and kiss
each other.
"This is Jean-Pierre, "{chmed," the father says to the son. "He comes
from France and is looking for his father. Take him home witJr ycu.
Give him something to drink and then go and play. I'11be home later."
The two boys look at each other as if they are looking at another
world. But mutual curiosigr quickly wins over the distance they both
feel"
"Is your name Achmed?'n asks Jean-Pielre.
The boy nods, picks up a stone and throws it in the direction of a tree
on the other side of tb.e street. Jean-Pierre also picks up a stone and
throws it at the sarne tree. Both miss" The ice is broken.
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Achmed's house is a big white box with little windows and a green
door. It is cool inside.
Achmed's mother looks up in surprise from the table where she is
making couscous as she sees her son come in with a strange boy"
Achmed begins to talk and gesture animatedly and he points ou8ide.
Jean-Pierre feels the distance again that he felt at first \\iith.Achmed.
The atrnosphere in the house is so different than what he is used to.
The living room is more empty than the living room at his step-
parenb' house or Aunt "{urelia's car€wan.
But then he hears music oubide. A wailing female voice sings as if her
heart is a restless bird. The room glows in tones of blue. The air begins
to vibrate" It is as if he hears the voice of his mother"
At that moment, Achmed's mother pushes a chair towards him and
begins to pour tea. ,A.chmed smiles at him encouragingly. Jean-Pierre
feels that he is welcome. Outside the woman goes on singing as if she
has done that forever.
That evening the man asks Jean-Pierre if he wanB to stay a few days or
to travel with him to Oufda, a Moroccan city on the border of Algeria.
"Does my father Hve there?" asks Jean-Pierre.
"I den"'t know, but if you tell me his nanïle, I'll look with you. If it is
Allah's will, we shall find hirn."
Jean-Pierre says he wants to go.
That night the boys sleep next to each other in Achmed's bed. They say
good-bye to each other early the next morning. They are fuiends.
Achmed understood from his father that Jean-Pierre has one goal in his
life and that is to find his father. Starting today, he decides to ask his
father every time he comes home from a trip, if they have found him
yet.
As the truck begins to drive, Achmed's father puts on a transistor
radio. The same female voice from yesterday afternoon fills the cabin
of the truck and drowns the sotrnd of the motor. The woman's voice
nestles ibelf in Jean-Fierre's belly.
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Chapter 13. Jean-Pierre in Morocco

As the cold, rocky mountain landscape slowly warrred to a glowing red under
the rays of the morning sun, Mohamnred asks Jean-Pierre:
"Do you like this mlsic?"
Jean-Pierre nods his head.
"The singer's narre is Leila. She is an Egyptian singer, but she is loved
everywhere in North Africa. Everyone is crazy about her. She sings the
language of our heart."' "She nmkes nre think of my rnother. Yesterday aftemoon lthought I heard
my mother's voice and this rrnrning I felt cold chills up and down my spine
when you put on the radio. After that it seerrnd as if her voice crept into nry
belly."
Mohamrned laughed and turned up the transistor radio.
"ls it still there?" he shouts.
"l don't know. Now everything seerrË norftEl."
For a long time they nide through the rocky landscape without saying
anything to each other. Casually, Mohamrrnd looks sideways at Jean-Pierre
every now and then, asking himself what kind of a boy he is. He is a child and
a ffrtn at the saffte tine, he thinks to hinreelf, jrct like my son, but in another
way. Again he decides not to give up until he has helped the boy find his
father.
"What is your father's nalne, by the way?" he asks.
" JearClaude Auriol," answers Jean'Pierre.
"And how old is your father?"
"l don't know. Maybe as old as you."
A smile stretches over the tight face. The boy guesses n1f thoughts, thinks
Mohamrred. He feels my concern for his father.
"Yesterday I promised to help you look for your father. When we get to
Oujda, l'll start asking if anyone has ever heard of the narne Auriol. ls your
father a merchant?"
Again Jean-Pierre does not know the amwer. He begins to realize now how
little he knows about his father, while at the saÍne tirne he has been thinking
about him so much the last days. Apparently you can think about your father
a lot without knowinE anything about him.
"You fflentioned the narne of a city yêsterda)í, where your father lives or used
to live. Was that Chaouen?"
"Something like that," says Jean-Pierre. "Do you know where that is?"
"Yes, it is a little town. l've been there twice. I'll see if I can get a load for
Chaouen in Oujda. Then we can drive there in one trip. l'm starting to get
curious now myself."
"What tirne do we arrive in Oujda?"
"Allah willing, eleven o'clock in the nrerning."
Again it is quiet between them for a long tinre. The transistor radio crackles.
A man sings nrelodies as if they spring from his throat. You forget time with
thése songs, thinks JearPierre.
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Suddenly they hear a thud. The truck pulls to the right just as they are drivinE
close to a ravine. The nnn jarns on the brakes as hard as he can and pulls
up the hand brake at the saffE tinre. The truck corres to a standstill a few
inches from the precipice.
Mohamred jumps out of the truck, walks around it and calls to Jean-Pierre:
"Allah did not will it."
The right wheel of the truck is off. lt is lying a few yards back on the road.
"Who is Allah?" asks Jean-Pierre, for the nan has already rnentioned the
naffte twice.
"Allah, rrry son, is the lnexpressible, without whose will nothing lmppens."
Jean-Pierre grins. lt seems as if he is hearing his step-father talking when he
says that not even a sparrow falls from the roof without God's will. Could
Mohamrrred's Allah and his step-father's God possibly be the sanrc? ln any
case, they both have a lot of power. But if there are twe, then they have to
share the power. lf there is only one, he wouldn't have to.
His thoughts are interrupted by Mohamned saying:
"We have to wait until sorneone coffÊs along and we get a ride to Oujda. lt is
not much farther."
A half hour later, an old taxi cornes along, one with old-fashioned running
boards at both sides under the doors. Mohamnred and Jean'Pierre get to sit
next to the baggage on the back seat. The taxi goes to Oujda full speed
ahead. lt is eleven-thirty when they arrive.
Mohamrned goes to a garage to get help and Jean-Pierre sits down in a tea
house and looks around him. The people nake a friendly, quiet impression.
They seem in less of a hurry than in Genoa. He feels quite cornfortable here.
A nan talks to him and asks him if he is from Oujda. Jean-Pierre answers
that he comes from France and is on his way to Chaouen.
"Who are you visiting there?" asks the man in French. L

Jean-Pierre hesitates. Should he say he is looking for his father or not. He has
noticed that people find it strange. The ffrern sees him hesitate and says
quickly:
"You don't have to tell rne, but l'm asking because strange things happen in
Cl€ouen."
Seeing that he has Jean-Pierre's attention now, his continues. The story goes
that there is a valuable treasure hidden in Chaouen. This treasure is a carpet,
still as a lifeless bird, and yet it can rise up like a phoenix for the one who
knows the right words.
Jean-Pierre's eyes begin to shine. He alrnost has to bite his tongue to keep
from blurting out that he is the owner of just such a carpet, maybe even the
saffË one.
"What is a phoenix?" he asks.
ïhe tmn explains that the phoenix was an ancient Egyptian bird which rose
again and again out of its own ashes after being burnt. Hence the
comparison with the carpet. The rrnn continues his story:
"lt all began with the arrival of a Frenchnmn in Chaouen, about ten years aEo.
Once, when he was drunk, he boasted that he owned The Last Flying Carpet
in the world. The only thing that was needed to rrnke it fly, was a secret
formula that was stolen from him. lf the people in Chaouen would help him to
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get the formula back, he would give a denrcnstmtion of his Last Flying
Carpet as a reward."
The nun stops talking and orders two glasses of tea. Jean-Pierre cannot
keep his eyes off him
"And then?"
"One night, four nmn forced their way into the house of the Frenchnmn, tied
him to his bed, and searched his house until they found the carpet under the
floor of his bedroom. They left a note behind with the words: 'We are flying to
the East.'
Shortly thereafter, the Frenchnpn left only to return once trtore. On his return
to Chaouen he went to a notary. A notary is sorneone who records on paper
all kinds of agreernents between people, for example, when soffteonê wants
to buy or sell a house, or leave money to their children when they die."
"A testarnent," says Jean-Pierre.
"Very good, boy. He gave two envelopes to this notary. One letter was
about the carpet, and the other contained the secret forrrurla. The notary
could open the envelopes only in the case of the Frenchrmn's death."
The nmn stops talking. He is arrnzed to see tears in Jean-Pierre's eyes. He
wonders why the boy is crying. lt is only a story!
Just then, Mohamrred enters the tea house. He immediately asks Jean-Pierre
what is the nËtter. Jean-Fierre shakes his head and begins to laugh through
his tears. Now that he sees Mohamnred, he feels safe again. His father
couldn't be dead!
The two rren begin a conversation in Arabic. Jean-Pierre follows it
breathlessly. Only when they are finished does he realize that he has been
listening to a language that he does not understand. And still he understood,
literally, every word they said. The man told Mohammed which story he had
been telling the boy after he heard that he wanted to go to Chaouen.
Mohamrned answered that he had promised the boy to take him to Chaouen
to look for his father there.
ïhe two fften see the anrazement on Jean-Pierre's face.
Mohammed says to Jean-Pierre that the first stop in Chaouen must be a visit
to the notary. lf he still has the two envelopes unopened in his possession,
then it is probable that the Frenchnun is still living.
Perhaps the notary even knows where he is. There is a chance he is Jean-
Claude Auriol, Jean-Pierre's father.
That evening, they drive the sandy road into Chaouenunder a full rnoon. The
pastel pink, blue and yellow houses are illuminated by rnoonlight. There is
ragic in the air.
Together they visit the local café. Jean-Pierre notices that only rËn are sitting
around the tables. They are waiting for the perforffEnce of a young dancer
and are smoking their pipes. The greenish tobacco srrells fragrant and
strong. After fifteen minutes, Jean-Pierre falls asleep.
Mohamrned asks if there are roors in the café. There is no point in looking
for a hotel with a sleeping child. ïhe café has a few guest roorË. He also
asks for the address of the local nCItary. He also wants to find out if there
are still stories going around about the Last Flying Carpet.
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As soon as the words 'flying carpet' are rnentioned, one of the nren tugs at
his sleeve and says:
"Yeu've been here before, haven't you?"
"Yes, but that was Ínore then ten years àgo," answers Mohamnred. "You've
got quite a rnernory."
The nmn begins to tell a long story in a soft voice while Jean-Pierre, his head
cradled in his anrs on the table, sleeps deeply, as if he were lying in his own
bed.
"Since the theft of an important letter, we've known no pëace here," says the
rÍ€n. "Sornetimes it's quiet for a few rrnnths, but then suddenly gangs of
fellows turn up again, looking rrore like Ali Baba's thieves than decent, hard-
working people. They seêm to have their headquarters here, but we are not
sure about it. They have such dangerous dogs that none of us dare to spy
on them. Before you know it, the dogs sink their teeth in your leg or your
neck, and they don't let go, even if you bash them with an iron bar."
Mohamrned laughs:
" ls it really so bad?"
"You've got my permission to try it. l'll let you see where it is."
Each nmn takes Jean-Pierre under one arm and they carry him to the truck.
After a few minutes of driving, the rnn nudges Mohamned and says:
"See that house that's completely dark? That's where they live. Just opposite
it is the house where that Frenchnmn lived, the one who owned a flying
carpet."
Jean-Pierre smiles in his sleep while the men are talking softly. He is dreaming
about pink, blue and yellow houses just as the truck is standing right in front
of his father's house. But he doesn't realize that.
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Chapter 14. Ali Baba's Gang

The next morning Yussuf and Jean-Pierre are standing in front of the
notary's door. On a large name plate, they read: Y. Hakim, Iotary public
and attorney-at-1aw. They ring the bell and a man with big, dark glasses
and a gray beard opens ttre door.
Yussufsays:
"I gave this boy a lift from Oran to here. He is looking for his father,
whose name is Jean-Pierre Auriol. I heard that you know Mr. Auriol."
"Thafs coffect," says the notary. "Come in. This is quite a coincidence."
Jean-Pierre blushes \Á,.ith excitement, and thinks to himself, we're on the
right track. This man knows my father.
"Is my father still living?" he asks.
"As far as I know, he is. I haven't spoken to him for a long time, but I
did get a letter from him. But first tell me what you know about your
father and how you found your way to Chaouen."
His eyes narrowed, the notarlr listens to Jean-Pierre, who tells him
everytJring, but says nothing about his Flying Carpe\ even though it is
lying next to him on the ground in its long cover. He decided to take his
carpet and travel bag with him everywhere.
Yussuf tells the notary that he has finished his work now and has to
return to Oran fhe same day. He asks th.e notary to help Jean-Pierre to
find his father.
The notary promises to help, but in return, asks Yussuf not to talk about
The Flying Carpet, because of the recent problems in the town. He is
afraid that more publicigr around The Flying Carpet will only attract
the attention of more ruthless thieves and ruffians.
Mr. Hakim does not add that he is under hear,y pressure from Ali Baba's
gang and is considering cooperating with them" In the past he has also
had dealings with the gang. Ali Baba knows about Hakim's contact with
the owner of The last Flying Carpel That is why the gang broke into his
house recently, trying to get hold of it Afterwards, Ali Baba sent a
middle man - an important politician - with a promise of a great deal of
mbney. Because Hakim did not consider it enough mCIïrey for such a rare
carlret, and therefcrre would not cooperate, the gang began tn threaten
him.
The notriry thinks that the arrival of Jean-Pierre will not go unnoticed
by the robhers. There is a good chance they will try to kidnap the boy
as soon as they discover that he is the son of the owner of The Ia.st
Flying Carpet.'$ut perhaps the new situation provides him the chance to
kill h,vo birds \{rfth one stone. Wouldn't it be wonderful if he could free
th.e town of the robbers and earn a lot of money doing it at the same
time?
Yussuf and Jsn-Pierre take leave of each other. Jean*Pierre promises to
send him a post card'as soon as he fïnds his fat}er.
AfterYussuf has gone, 'tle notary takes Jean-Pierre upstairs. While they
are standing in tJre hall which leads onto a room, the notary says:
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"Jean-Pierre, you can live in this house until your father comes, or until
you continue your iourney to the country from which he last wrote me."
"\&{hich countlr is that?"
"That country is Japan. Japan is a big island, far away from here to the
east. More than lOO million people live on that island. The Japanese
understand tte secret of time. That's why your father wanted to go
there. I'11 tell you more about it later. First we have to arrange your stay
here. I'm giving you a secret room that no one knows about except me.
The reason l'm doing tb.is is that there is a gang working under the code
nËune 'Ali Baba'. A.li Baba was a famous thief long ago. Everyone knows
his name. This gang is so brazen as to take this famous name for
themselves. They also try to be just as clever as the original Ali Baba.
They like to work with cunning tricks instead of violence, but they
would stoop to anything. I am afraid that the gang is interested in you
because you are the son of Jean-Claude "A,uriol. They lrÈon't find you in
the secret room. I invite you to look for the room yourself so you can see
how well the room is.hidden. "
Jean-Pierre begins to look around. Naturally, it is not the room at t]re
end of the hall, because that would be too easy, he thinks" He studies the
walls, pulls open a door, behind which is a close! then looks at the
cei'ling, only to end up looking at the closet again. After fifteen minutes
of searching, he gives up. Mr. Hakim laughs:
"I didn't tlunk you'd give up so quickly. Look, there is no door, only a
wall. An ultra-sensitive noise sensor has been built into this wall,
designed by a Japanese engineer to react only to the sounds, 'AH - o o -
.+"+ - EE' and only in that order. The sound sensor is here in the light
switch. Try iL"
Jean-Pierre slowly says: UAH - o o - ÀE - EE'.
The whole wall, including the closet and the closet door, slowly begins t<r
pivot on a shaft in the middle. He walks inside tJrrough the opening. He
is standing in a long, naffow room without a window. There is a bed,
some dates, a few bottles of mineral water and a commode with a lid. As
he is looking around in surprise, he suddenly sees the wall move and fall
back into its old place with a sofl click. He turns as pale as a sheet and
thinks - is the notary keeping me prisoner? could this man he working
with Ali Baba.'s gang?
He presses his ear against the wall. He doesn't hear anything. No voice,
no footsteps, only a deep silence" He wants to scream, but he cannot
make a sound. Fear pinches offhis throat With a shock, he realizes that
he left his bag and carpet in the notary's room. He is not only a
prisoner, but he has also lost his carpet The only thing he knows is that
his father is in Japan and that "\1i Baba's gang and Mr. Hakim do not
know that he has The Last Flying carpet. By feeling around, he flnds the
bed he saw earlier" Gradually he begins to get used to the silence and t]re
darkness. His eyes seem to catch a glimpse of tight here and there, or is
that his imagination? He shub his eyes. "{.t that moment he suddenly
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sees the fi.gure of Paracelsus standing before him. Paracelsus says, in a
calm voice:
"Don"'t panic, boy. That won't help at all. Stay calm and think about
how you can get out of this. There is a solution to every problem.
Therefore, there is a solution to this problem, too. Now th"en, th.ere are
two possibilities: either you wait until Mr. Hakim opens the wall or yCIu
have to try to open the wall yourseH. Lefs hegin with the second
possibili$i because we cannot do anything about the first one now. took.
If ttrere is a sound sensCIr on the outside of this wall, tb.en perhaps there
is also one on the inside. The notary is smart enough to realize that he
not only has to be ahle to hide himself, but that he also has to be able to
get out from the inside. We can assume that he uses the same metlrod
for getting out as for getting in: sounds. Why don't you try the sounds
'AH - o o - ÀA. - EE' in different places? If that doesn't help, say the sounds
backwards, just as with your Ftying Carpet "
Jean-Pierre jumps up from his bed. Paracelsus has disappeared. Maybe it
was a dream. But the.ideas are good" He is going to try it.
He carefully steps around the room \{rith his hands in front of him.
When he feels the wall he turns around and walks back slowly while
counting his steps. The room is eight steps long. In the hall he had seen
that the wall turned in the middle. That was where the light switch was,
too" Maybe he was in the middle here, too.
So I have to take four steps, he thinks.... one, two, three, four.
rr\{hen Jean-Pierre reaches the middle of the room, he suddenly thinks it
might be better to wait a few hours until everyone is taking their siesta
and tfrerefore, not working. Then there is a good chance that Ilakim will
not be downstairs in his office, but somewhere in town.
Jean-Pierre lies on the bed and thinks about his step-parents'house. Will
they already have gotten the letter from,Aunt Aurelia and his drawing of
The Last Flying Carpet? They will most likely think it is only a child's
drawing, because they certainly won'tbe able to imagine that he can
really fly now. He goes on daydreaming in this wêy, forgetting time. hr
his thoughts he flies from the house on th.e river to the circus tent in
Genoa. Aurelia is performing her horse act. Ajax is galloping nextto his
mother. He doesn't stray from her side for a momenL
Suddenly he wakes up with a start He sees the wall turning. "{n
expanding ribhon of light falls inside. N{r. Hakim is standing in the
opening.
"Did you sleep a little?" he asks in a friendly tone.
"Yes, I thought you would come back soon. What time is it?"
"The sun is high in the sky. It is noontime even though you don't notice
it in this room. I wanted to test, Jean-Pierre, if you could stand a little
shock. And I see that you can."
Jean-Pierre is thinking all the while: Does he mean what he says or he is
just telling a story to trick me?
Jean-Pierre decides to play it safe and not to trust the man, but to act as
if he does trust him. If it turns out that he's rnrong, th.en everything is all
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right If he's not wrong, then it is better that notary Hakim does not
know about his suspicions.
"Lefs have lunch together," says Hakim" "I will tell you sometJring then
about your father. But you have to promise me that you will go to this
room immediately and stay here whenever I tell you to. A moment can
come unexpectedly when we have to act quickly."
"But I have to stay there because I don't know how to get out," Jean-
Pieruesays.
"You're right, Jean-Pierre. Iwill show you another time. Now we are going
around t}"e corner to get something to eat."
The restaurant is not much bigger than a living room. They sit down at
a table in a corner directly opposite th.e enb:ance" In that way, Hakim
ca:r see exactly who comes in. Afrler Hakim orders tea, French bread,
cheese and olives, he begins to h'lk.
"Jean-Pierre, your father is an exceptional man. Though he is actually a
French Jew, he loves the Arabian culture, which he got to know during
his travels in North,Africa and the Middle East Because of this, he was in
a position to win the trust of important people who were not always
willing to talk to each other directly, but sometimes wanted to do that
via him. Thus, he traveled through the Middle East to bring secret
messages from one influential fi.gure to the other. For one of these
people, he had to go tn Baghdad, the capital of Iraq. Iraq is a count4r in
the Middle East The evening he arrived in Baghdad, he immediately
had a talk with an important staff member of the president But he had
bad luck. The same slrgning, there was a coup in the palace of the
president and he and t}"e staffmember were taken prisoner. Irr prison,
he ended up in a cell where, a haH hour before, someone had been
dragged in who had been tlrreatened and beaten. This was because the
man refused to talk.
Fear and misery kept your father from sleeping that night ltfhile he lay
in the dark Ërmong th.e other prisoners, this man began to mumble in his
sleep. Your father pricked up his ears. He heard him say the same words
over and over, sometimes forwards, sometimes hackwards" He decided to
try to remember these words, hoping they could be of use someday.
Every day the man got taken out of tb.e cell, was threatened and beaten
again, but the guards never got a word out of him. Only at nigh! he
would sometimes mumble these strange words again.
After spending three days and nights together in the cell with onl)'some
water and bread, this prisoner asked your father if he would do
something for him if your father were let free sooner. It seemed the man
had heard that they would keep him until he talked" He told yonr
father that in a certain house in Baghdad a carpet of inestimable value
was lying in a special place. l$hy the carpet was so valuable he did not
want tc say. His request to your father was to go to that house and to
say a password" Someone would then hand the carpet over to him" And
he had to bring that carpet to Morocco, to a place called Chaouen.
Having arrived there, he had to leave a letter describing tJre whereabouts
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of the carpet with the local notary. He had to choose a secret place for
the carpet himself, and keep it there for him, the prisoner. The reward
he would get for this would be a very, very great deal of money.
Your fatlrer promised to do this because he had grown to hate the prison
guards who were beating this man so terribly, and also because the
adventure and the money attracted him. But the real reason was that
he was that he was burning with curiosity about drat special carpet
Your fatlrer was set free soon after that. The new people in power
thought they could use your father to take a secret proposal to their old
opponents. Before he left Baghdad he succeeded in picking up the
carlret The password was: "A.li Baba. He received a sealed and stamped
envelope at once, which he had to deliver at the same time as the letter
noting the address of the carpet The sealed envelope was stolen from
him the evening he arrived in Chaouen."
Mr" Hakim stops talking. Two bearded men enter tlre restaurant
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Chapter 15. The Escape

The look of mutual understanding the two bearded men exchange in
passing with Mr. Hakim does not escape Jean-Pierre. Hakim stands up,
Fays the bill and takes Jean-Pierre by the hand. Arriving at.the office,
Jean-Pierre sees that his carpet case and travel bag are standing in a
corner. He says casually:
"Shall I bring these to my secret room?"
Hakim scrutinizes him for a moment and then says:
"We only use that room in case of emergency, for example if ,{li Baba's
gang should break in here again. As you know, they did that once. .ds
long as things are quiet, yau can use the room at the end of the hall and
put your 1lings there, too. Go take a rest now, because it's going to be a
late night tonight I'll come f<rr you later, when I am through with my
appointmenB."
Jean-Pierre feels relieved with this answer. Maybe he is imagining things"
,A,fter all, if Mr. Hakim really is his father's friend, tlren he must also
want to help his friend's son? He gets his travel bag and the long case,
and walks upstairs" The room at the end of the hall has a window with
shutters in front of it The shutters let only a few shafts of light through.
Jean-Pierre CIpens the window flrst and th.en the shutter a little, so that
he can look diaganally down at the street The shadows in the street are
very short That means that the sun is high in the sky. His step-father
once explained that to him after he ran after his own long shadow in the
evening.
In a corner of the room on the same side as the door, directly opposite
tl.e window, is a large closet \Àdth a hear,y door. With effor\ he succeeds
in opening the door. The closet is empty. The door has a hear,y lock on
the inside which makes it possible to lock the door from the inside, too.
This gives him an idea. He takes a candle out of his travel bag, lights it
and pu$ it in the closet. Then he pulls the door closed, locks it and
takes his carpet out of the case. The closet is big enough to roll out the
carpet on the ground. Jean-Pierre sits wiïh his legs crossed on his Flying
Carpet. He feels an almost irresistible urge to say the words MAHNEH
TA\iKEL OHPEK. He has to control himself not to say them softly.
What would happen if I would do it now arryway? Would I simpty fly
away through the roof or would I bang my head and fall down, carpet
and all? And what would happen if I said the words backwards? Would I
tfren disappear into the ground?
These thoughts do not cheer him up. Because if it is possible, it scares
him, and if it is not possible, he remains here as a prisoner. He decides
to say the secretwords only in case of an emergency.
In the meantime, his eyes are used to the semidarkness" The candle
flame flickers uneasily as if there were a draft in the closet Jean-Pierre
looks at the door. It is closed tight There is not even any light shining
under it How can the candle flicker then? He holds his hreath. But that
doesn't have any effect on the restless dance of the flame. There must be
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a draft here, he thinks. But if there is a draft, then there is an opening
where the air comes through to the inside.
His eyes search slowly wall by wall. Under the carpet he sees a split
hetween trnto floor boards which is slightfv larger tà.an the others. Then
he sees a sunken dng large enough to pull on. Feverishly, he searches
further. He has already rolled up his carpet. Four boards farther tha.n
the large split he discovers a thin hinge. A trap door, he almost shouts
out krud. Where does the trap docr lead to?
Deep in thought he walks down the stairs to Hakim's oftice. At the
bottom of the stairs he stops and looks at the lay-out of the hall. He
walks back upstairs, still in thought Turning right to the door of his
room and seeing the big closet in the corner, he knows for sure that this
closet is directly above Hakim's offi.ce. For in the same corner of Hakim's
office, he has seen a spiral staircase leading to a small gallery with a
bookcase full of large, black binders. If he would open the trap door, he
could jump onto the gallery and get down by the stairs.
with his right index finger he taps the side of his head while he says:
"Braiils." He is proud.that he has discovered this secret spot with its
hidden exit. But at the same time he asks himseHwhy this house has all
these secret places. Dc all the houses here have them or only Mr.
Hakim's?
The answer to the question pops up like a jack-in-the box:
"of course ifs Mr. Hakim, because he told me himself that no one knows
about the secret room behind the wall in the hall" He must have had it
made. .{nd that can only mean that he is a man with secrets."
Jean-Pierre decides to search further" For if he already knows two secret
places while he has only been here half a day, who knows what else he
will find. At that moment he hears a shuffling sound downstairs. He
jumps. Maybe Hakim is coming upstairs" He quickly opens the closet
door, leaves the carpet the case and the travel bag in the closet, and lies
down on the bed in the room. The door opeïrs a moment later. with a
friendly smile Mr. Hakim says:
"Did you rest? I didn't hear anything, so I thought I'd just have a look
to see how you are. If you war"t, we can talk a little noq because one of
my clients has just cancelled his appointment."
\,\lhile talking, Hakim opened the window and the shutter wider. The
light frcm the street falls brightly into the room now.
As they sit next to each other on the bed, Hakim continues his story:
nnOf course you have understood, Jean-Pierre, that tlee carpet I was
tatking about is so valuable because it is The Last Flying Carpet in the
world. There used to be more. But no one knows where the other flying
carpeb are. Perhaps they have been eaten up, destroyed by mildew and
moths. In the last analysis, notlling can wittrstand the test of time"
Everything comes and goes. Where there is a birth, tJrere is a death. I see
that every 4ay in my practice""
Mr. Hakim pauses. He is startled by his own words. !\lhat is he actually
doing here in this stuffy, dusty office amid hundreds of binders bearing
ilre names of all his clients? A1l of them people \{,.ith a house, some land
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and a testamenQ poor people never come here. They don't have any
affairs to arrange. 'Nothing' can't he divided or lefrt behind or claimed.
"What are you thinking about," Jean-Pierre asks"
"Something you're too young to understand."
At that moment they hear shouting foom tlee street. Hakim hurries to' the open window and peers outside.
"Qrick," he cries. "Ali Baba's people are coming. They could be looking
for you. Get into the ckrset We have no time to lese."
"Why not the secret room?" asks Jean-Pierre.
"No time, no time," an"swers Hakim.' He propels Jean-Pierre hastily fonryard in the direction of the close\
opens the door and pushes it closed. A grinding key does the rest. Jean-
Pierre hears Hakim walk away quickly and call dow:r from the stairs"
He slides the bolton the door. A knocking comes from downstairs. Lying
on the ground, he presses his right ear to tlre floor. He can hear voices in
the hall"
"Where is the boy?" he hears them shout.
"I've already hidden the boy. But first we have to talk this business ou\
before you can take him r,vith you."
Jean-Pierre turns pale" So the notary is in cahoots with Ali Baba's gang.
What a scoundrel. How can he be my father's friend?
He is close to tears.
I have to try to get away from here as fast as possible. But where to?
To Japan, he thinks, because that's where my father is, at least if the
notary isn't lying about that, too.
In the meanwhile, Hakirn and.A,li Baba's men have come upstairs.
Without too much trouble, he can fnllow the conversation.
"Are you sure he's Auriol's son?" the kidnappers ask.
"Orre hundred per cent sure!"
'nDo you have Auriol's address in Japan?"
"Downstairs in my office. It's ready fior you."
"Then we want to talk to the boy now."
"First the money, but no Moroccan moïrey. Only American dollars,
German marks and Japanese yÊo,nn says llakim.
Some words are exchanged and someone goes downstairs. A little later,
someone comes upstairs again. The notary says:
"Everything is in order. You can go h, but on one condition. Everyone
goes downstairs now and comes up again when I say."
After a few seconds, Jean-Pierre hears sounds softly spoken: AII - OH - AA-
m.
"Dam, he's opening the wall of the secret room. Why would he do that?"
He doesn't have to wait long for an aïlstser.
Hakim calls downstairs that they can come up. He made the kidnappers
go downstairs because he did not want them to hear the opening
formula for his private prison. When the three men are upstairs, he says:
"Go quickly inside through the opening at the errd of the wall. He is
lying on a bed, tied up."
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The Ali Baba men go inside. Before the last man is through the opening,
the wall turns back and clicks softly into iA old position.
Jean-Pierre hears Hakim walk downstairs and open the outside door.
He's probably going to put his money in a safe place, he thinks. Maybe
he's going to leave us here forever, until we die of hunger and th.irst,
while he leaves Morocco with his loot. He heard a story like that once at
his step-parents' home, after a big bank robbery in Morocco.
He decides not tn wait anotlrer moment and begins to pull on the trap
door. Happily enough, it isn't very hearqg. \díhen it is standing open, he
sees that the gallery is indeed directly underneath. After throwing down
his case and bag, he lets himself fall down. He lands on the gallery with
a little iump. He grabs his case and travel bag, runs down the spiral
staircase, and looks on Hakim's desk for an envelop with his father's
name. When he sees an envelope with strange stamps and tlre name
Auriol, he grabs it and runs to the hall. Upstairs he hears a dull
knocking. "dpparently, the Ali Baba people are beating on the walls of
their dark room as hard as they can. Jean-Pierre opens the front door
and looks up and down the street to see if there are people outside.
When he sees no one, which is not surprising during the hot midday
hours, he strolls ou8ide cool as a cucumber".A. half hour later he is at
the edge of t}'e city. The pastel houses look a lot different now than last
evening. Their friendly-looking faces have taken on a threatening
appearance.
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Chapter 16. Jean-Pierre flies to the East

While Jean-Pierre looks around for a quie\ safe place to read the letter
from his father, he notics a sign along the roadside" hr big letters, in
French and in a language he canntrt read, it says: "The best.decision is
brief and precise." Under that "Arabian saying."
He has to read it three times before he understands the meaning.
Ifs as if this was put here for me, he thinks to himself. Because now I
have to decide what I'm going to do.
Notfar from where he is standing, he sees a large number of cactusses
and agaves with krng, pointed leaves which bow gracefully to each other
in the middle of t}.e plant" Without hesitating further, he walks over to
them, watching all the while to see if anyone is following him. Breathing
a sigh of relief, he finds a small, opeïr spot among the enormous cactus
plants. No one can see him here. He is finally safe.
The first thing he does is take out t}"e envelope which bears his fiather's
name as sender. The letter is addressed to notar)'Y. Hakim. With
trembling fingers, hepulls ttre letter out of the envelope and hegins, as
well as he can, to read word for word. His fingers move over the words
and follow the lines. The handwriting is elegant with rounded curlicues.
It looks a little like the strange letters he iust saw on the sign. His lips
spell out the words:

My dear Mr. Hakim,
It has again heen a long time since I have written you.
In your last letter you mentioned that "{i Baba's gang had
broken into your office in an attempt to steal the two
envelopes. I am pleased that they \írere not successful. I
propose that you send the two envelopes by registered mail
to tlre following address: Jean-Claude Auriol, P.0. Box 13579,
Kyoto, Japan. As soon as I have received the envelopes, I will
send you a check for 5O,OOO yen for your services. If the two
sealed envelopes are no longer in your possession, please
disregard these instructions and the rest of this letter. I hope
that sending the two envelopes will rid tJre city of Chaouen and
you of Ali Baba and his gang.After all, if you don't have the
envelopes, Ali Baba doesn't have any more business with you
or Chaouen. The only reason I left the envelopes with you
was, in fact to put my pursuers on the wrong track.
,{pparently it succeeded, because drey believed that you had
the real information. To make them believe this, I am sorr;r to
say that I also had to let you helieve it I hope that you will he
able to understand that I had to mislead you, too.

At the words: "...th.at I had to mislead you, too," Jean-Pierre begins to
wave his arms enthusiastically. His father outwitted not only Ali Baba's
gang, but also the untrustworthy Hakim.
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The biggest losers until now Ërre Ali Baba and his assistants because the)t
paid Hakim a lot of money to get their hands on him, Jean-Pierre.
The letter continues:

hr case you do not return the envelopes to me still sealed, I
regret that I cannot send you the promised check. The decision
is up to you.

Faithfully yours,

....ftrllowed by an illegible signature.
"My father's signature looks mCIre like a drawing of a few pcinted roofs
tb"an a nanne," Jean-Pierre mumbles" He begins to wave the letter around
from joy, and then to feel it on the front side and then on the hack.
Fascinated, he looks at all the words with the long curlicues for a few
minutes.
Is my father tall? Does he have thin hands? Wihat do you look like if yss
write like this?
These kinds of thoughts ran through his head when he was suddenly
reminded, by shouts in the distance, that they were probably looking for
him and that he was in great danger. Didn't it say on that sign:"The
best decision is brief and precise."?
His decision is made" He has to get away from here as quickly as
possible. Maybe the other members of Ali Baba's gang have discovered
urhy their people didn't return. They probab\. also know by now that
notary Hakim is gone" The town is not large. They will also come here.
Maybe, without his noticing it someone saw him walking through the
street in this direction. The sounds seem to spread out. They come from
several sides, rtcw.
Feverishly, Jean-Pierre begins to pull his Carlret out of the case. He
quickly crumples tfre letter from his father under his shirt. Next to the
carpet this is his most valuahle possession. He Íinally has something
tangihle from his father. For the first time in his li[e, he feels how
important and irreplaceable a text can be, especially if it is written by
hand.
The funny thing is, thinks Jean-Pierre, that my father is farther away
than I always think he is, and yet he gets closer to me, for example, by
this letter. I also know now that he lir,'ed in this town. Now I know
someone who knew my father, even if I can't trust him.
The shouts get louder. Some of the rroices sound close by. In the
meantime, Jean-Pierue has rolled out his carpet and is sitting in the
middle of it with his bag next to him. Thoughtfirlly, he says the words:
''MAIINEH TA)TKEL OHPEK.''
hr the same slow tempo as the words, he rises ahove the cactusses and
agaves. It seems as if they want to hold him back \'yith their sharp,
pointed arms, but without success. He can hear a tremendous noise in
the distance, as if all the devils had escaped from hell. The men and
boys have discovered that something is happening there tLat they have
heen talking about for years. The shouting is becoming deafening. hr the
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distance, a ma:r with a black beard jumps onto a horse. It is a dark
brown horse with a shining coat and a finely chiseled head. The big eyes
gleam like spring water. It must be an Arabian stallion, from the spirited
way it begins to sprinL Jean-Pierre glances quickly over his left shoulder.
The horse is following him. The rider shouts suddenly, as hg sees that he
is losing ground with every second:
"Stop, stop! That is my carpefl Stop, stop! That is my carpet!"
That's what you think, thinks Jean-Pierre. Delphi gave it to me.
It only takes a minute for the distance between him and the rider on his
horse to get so big that rider and horse look like a dot" Jean-Pierre
decides not to pay attention to tfrem any more, but to use all his energy
to fly as quickly as possible to the city of Kyoto in Japan" He knows that
he has to go in an easterly direction, because of the letter the robbers left
at his father's: "\Se are flying to the East. To fly to the East, he has tn go
in precisely the other direction than than the sun now is. Paracelsus
taught him that the sun turns towards the west in the afternoon. If the
sun is at his back now, tLen he is going towards tfre east
Below him he sees sand, sand and more sand. It makes him feel dreamy.
His eyes lock onto the horizon which sometimes seems to come closer
but tfren escaï)es into the endless blue air. The silence around him is
becoming slowly more intense.
To break the tension he begins to make soft noises in his throat, the
same way Achmed's father did while driving his truck. Then you forget
the time. But his humming makes the silence even deeper" The sky
around him seems to be getting larger and largei. tte feels like he is
disappearing into it just like the mosquito in Aunt Aurelia's circus tent,
which he had followed with his eyes for awhile at the last perfonnance.
The mosquito lvas not afraid, so why would he be afraid? Still, Jean-
Pierre feels a strange feeling inside him. He doesn't know if it is joy or
fear. Paracelsus told him once thatwhile some people are very afraid in
airplanes, others tremendously enjoy flying through space.
To overcome that strange feeling ahout tlre continually growing space
around him, he looks down, and is startled by what he sees. The desert
has become a sea. The sand blows in long ribbons in all directions at the
s€une time. Sand dunes appear to be walking. They disappear suddenly
only to appear again later in another place. \dlhile there is not a breath
of wind around his Flying Carpet the plains there far below him are
dancing. The wind has made ibelf master of the desert" Smatl hills grow
smaller and large hills larger and sometimes the other way around. It is
a breath-taking spectacle" The desert is alive. The earth moves lïke
water. An indescrihable feeling overtakes him. The world is endlessly
beautiful. This fqgling of beuty radiates through his whole body from
the top of his head to his toes" Billions of grains of sand are rushing
through each otlrer {in intricate patterns)(changing partrers at lightring
speed). Jean-Pierre shuts his eyes. The desert keeps dancing.
Has my father also experienced this? he asks himself. Surely he has.
Thafs why he wants to travel so much. I want to, too.
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He opens his eyes r4rith a smile. He is on the way. He doesn't have to
want it because he is already doing it, and he is doing it on The Last
Flying Carpet No one in the world can take that away from him.
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Chapter 17. Jean-Pierre in Tibet

After several hours of flying and daydreaming, Jean-Pierre sees
something white sparkling in the distance. The rays of the setting sun
seem to be reflected hy mirrors hanging high in the air. Hiscuriosity is
aroused and with it his sleepiness disappears. That strange light far
away to the left, what could that be? Could it be light coming from
Japan? How will he know when he should land?
Paracelsus had advised him not to fly in the dark, especially the first few
days. He also told him that The I"ast Rying Carpet would keep on flying
along the same latitude by itself, as long as he did not change ib
direction witJl his head and his eyes. If he would just keep on flying
without changing directions, he would finally end up in the same place
he started from.
"So, you can never really getlost," Paracelsus had remarked with a
laugh, using his globe to show him why. With his right index finger, he
traced a line on the globe marked number 3O.
n'For example, if you take off from Morocco and follow this line to the
ea.st, you fly from Morocco over the Sahara through Algeria, Libya, Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, Iran, Pakistan, hrdia, Tibet and China to Japan. Before you
get to Japan, you have to fly over the water, because Japan is an island.
After Japan, there is an enormous sea, the Pacific Ocean. If you see land
after this ocean, you are in Mexicon and a little later, in the United States
of "A.merica. Then you get another large body of water. That's called the
Adantic Ocean. When you have flor.+ou over that ocean and you see land
again, you are back in Morocco."
Paracelsus always talked about the earth as if it were no larger than an
egg compared to the cesmos, in which the sun and the mooïI, Saturn,
Neptune and many other planets are continually traveling through their
orbit
"That is why traveling is more natural than many people think.
Everything is always moving, not only around us, but also inside us.
Even r,vhen you are sleeping in your bed at night )iou go on breathing
and your heart keeps on pumping, so that the food you ate for dinner
can change into living cells."
\Nhile the air above and in front of him conjures fantastic red and gold-
yellow figures, the brilliant reflections to the left and right of him begin
to hurt his eyes. The desire to arrive quickly in Japan geb side-tracked
by an even stronger desire. Jean-Pierre becomes so curious thathe
decides to land.
''OHPEK TA}|KEL MAHNEH"''
The three words sound ceremonious. He has said them aloud. There is
no one who can hear him up here an1"lsay. The Last Flying Carpet
descends slowly. Jean-Pierre peers doltrr over ttre edge. He sees mountain
slopes and ravines. hr the distance, a river winds through the
mountains. The water flows as slowly as molasses. Looking to the rlght,
he sees a mountain ttrwering above all the others. He sees ice and snow
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everlrwhere around him. The light is so blinding now that he has to shut
his eyes. Wittr. a thump, he lands on a softly glowing mountain slope.
He remains seated on his carpet for a few minutes, out of breath. The air
is so thin it makes him dizzy. The silence is overwhelming.
Nature talks to itseHhere, thinks Jean-Pierre. While he is logking around,
he sees shadows climbing up the mountainside, growing larger and
larger. The sun is withdrawing quickly.
I have to dc something, ttrinks Jean-Pierre. Isn't the best decision brief
and precise?
Thanks to that Arabian saying he is sitting here now, high in the
mountains. The question is, what should he do, or rather, what can he
do? While he looks around again, he hears a soft tinkling of bells from
the valley.
"That sounds like cowbells."
His decision is made.
"I'm going to follow that sound. Where tb.ere are animals with bells,
there are people."
Jean-Pierre quickly rolls up his carpet and puts it in the long case which
he then throws over his left shoulder. Then he picks up his travel bag
and begins climbing down. There is a long slcpe in front of him which
geB narrower ïrear the trotïom and leads onto a large split befi,rreen two
mountain slopes. That is where the sound is coming from. He trieq to
walk as quickly as possible, but he slides more than he walks. He holds
onto his long case and bag tightly. The sound of the bells seems to be
coming closer. He hears still more bells. A little bit afraid and sometimes
out of breath, he keeps his eyes on the clefr[between the two mountain
slopes. The distance becomes quickly smaller. Now he can see that the
cleft is much larger than he thought. There is a stream running through
it too. The sound of the bells gets louder. When he is ten meters away
from the opening, he sees a cow with a big bell around its neck coming
out of the opening. The animat walks along the stream. It stands still as
soon as it sees Jean-Pierre. Jean-Pierre holds his breath. Two big eyes look
at him, as if to ask: Where do you come from? Who are you?
The cow's eyes look so calm and matter-of-fact that Jean-Pierre begins to
talk softly.
"ht[)r name is Jean-Pierre. I came here on my Flying Carpet Ifs aI] right
for you to know, because you'll never tell on me aïryway. I want to stay
here tonight"
At that moment a shepherd comes half-running and half-stumbling out
of the same opening. He is wearing a sheepskin over thick, black woolen
pants tied around his waist with a rope. A cow's horn dangles from the
rope. I{is boots consist of strips of thin leather wound tighfly around his
feet and ankles. He has a long stick in his right hand. \&lhen he sees
Jean-Pierre, his mouth falls open in surprise. With a few leaps and
bounds, he is standing next to the boy. He shoub strange and, for Jean-
Pierre, unintelligible sounds. But tJre waving of his arms is not hard to
understand. He wants the boy to go with him" With a hit of the stick, he
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drives the cow back to the cleft between the two steep mountain slopes.
Jean-Pierre follows.
He is happy. He has found someone. Maybe this man has a place for
him to sleep tonight" And there will be more people, too. IIe hopes he
can find out where he has landed.
\r\{hen they have walked for a while, one by one, between the two
mountain slopes, the sound of oth.er bells begins to get louder. The cow
with the big, calm eyes walks slowly in front of them. She is not in a
hurry. She doesn't seem to pay any attention to the shou8 of the
shepherd to walk faster. Thafs fine with Jean-Pierre. ï{e has to do his
very hest to keep up with the shepherd's strong legs.
Emerging from the cleft, they have to climb up a slope. The sun lighe
up only the higher parts of the mountains now. Coming to the top,
Jean-Pierre is surprised to see plains in front of him with a city in the
distance. Torches and flares are burning here and there, fls if to show the
way to the houses in the distance. The shepherd grins and points with
his right hand in the direction of tb"e houses and cries:"Lhasa, Lhasa!"
Jean-Pierre repeats tJ:e sounds: ".A,sa, asa!"
"T.hasa, Lhasa!" cries the man, as if to say: Everybody knows Lhasa!
Half an hour later, when the sun has forsaken even the uppermost peaks
of the mountain, tJre shepherd and Jean-Pierre are walking down an
unpaved streettowards a squ€ue where a large house is standing.'The
whole time the shepherd is mumbling, "Dalai Ia.ma, Dalai La.lïra." Jean-
Pierre doesn't understand any of it, but tries to repeat the sounds to
himself in the hopes that he will remember ttrem. Soldiers in bleached
out green uniforms are wandering aimtessly about the streel Mostof
them walk past as if they don't see them, and some even seem to avoid
them" There are men in yellow and red robes who are laughing" Their
heads are shaven. Some of them carry a cup and a kind of rosary. They
are greeting each otlrer. \\{hen one of them sees the shepherd and Jean-
Pierre, he comes right over and asks the shepherd something. The
shepherd answers. First one looks atJean-Pierre, then the other, so that
Jean-Pierre knows the conversation is about him. After bowing to each
other, the man ryith the yelkrw robe takes Jean-Pierre by the hand and
walks with him to a house with a crooked sign hanging on the fron!
which says: Otel.
Ifs noisy and crowded inside. Jean-Pierre sees a few faces that seem
familiar, as if he had seen them in France or Italy. The bald man begins
to shout something to everyone. They all stop talking and look in
aïnazement at the boy. Apparently they are asking him sometJring, but
Jean-Pierre does not know what He decides to do the same thing as he
did when the cow came out of the ravine, t<r speak in his own language.
"My name is Jean-Pierre."
Before the words are even out of his mouth, oïle of the bystanders comes
forward and asks in French:
"Do you come from France?"
Jean-Pierre nods 'yes'. The crowd is iubilant Everyone begins to clap as if
a difficult puzzle has been solved. As long as there is someone rnho can
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talk to ttre boy, then any problems can be solved. Someone makes a
gesture with his hand to his mouth, as if to say: Do you want a drink?
Jean-Pierre nods 'yes' again. Only now does he notice how thirsty he is.
He hasn't thought about food or drink for hours" His stomach is
grumbling. In no time at all, there is a pot of tea in front of him and a
plate with dark bread, butter and an egg.
The man who speaks French is burning with curiosity. He wanB to know
how Jean-Pierre got here alone. But to put the bcy at his ease and to give
him a chance to eat and drink someth.ing, he himself begins to talk:
"My name is David Rubinstein. b{y father used to travel a lot He was a
world-famous pianist who got invitations to perform eve4rwhere. \"\{hen I
was your age, my father took me with him a few times a year so that we
could see each other every now and then at least, and I could also see
something of the world. Since then, I've kept on traveling, from North
America to South America and from Europe to Africa and from Afuica to
Asia."
Jean-Pierre cannot keep quiet any longer:
"Where are you now?'J
The man laughs.
"Now I am where you are" In ï.hasa, the capital of Tibet, the counbry of
the Dalai lama. The mountains you saw are called the Himalayas. Not
far from here is Mount Everes! the highest mountain in the world.
That's why I'm so curious about how you got here. To the people here,
ifs a wonder. They have never found a boy alone in such a place, as
where the shepherd found you. Will you tell me holv you carne here?"
'I cannot tell you that I am traveling to Japan because my father is
there. I am looking for my father. I have never seen him."
The man is touched. He looks at Jean-Pierre and says:
"If you want, I'll help you find your father."
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Chapter 18. Jean-Pierre escapes from the Red Guard

In lJrasa that night, Jean-Pierre sleeps on an old mattress in a corner of
David Rubenstein's hotel room. He firmly ernbraces the case witb. his
Rying Carpet with his right ann, just as he alrvays used to hold his
brown beer at night in his step-parenb' house.
Dar,'id is used to meditating for an hour before he goes to sleep. In order
to calm his thoughB, he looks at a piece of white paper which has a
black circle in the middle. The black circle helps him to release his
restless thoughB and vague anxieties into the pure, healing silence of the
night
But tonight the black circle seems to become alive. The small spot
disappears hehind the white square and begins to float in the direction
of the mountains around Lhasa. Above the mountains, the circle
changes into a kite which quickly ascends now only to suddenly make
an unpredictable dive. A doll is hanging on to the tail of the kite, letting
itseHbe carried away by the game of the wind with the kite. While he is
enjoying the whimsical, darting movements of the kite, he sees to his
amazement that the doll changes into a boy. The boy becomes Jean-
Pierre. His eyes follow tb.is strange spectacle with amazement and
suddenly, he hears a sof[, penetrating;hout David pricks up his ears.
He is wide awake. Does this sound come from inside or outside? Does he
imagine it or did he really hear something? He holds his breath for
several seconds, trying to catch the sound again.
n'Hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoo! "
There it is again. It is coming from outside. He is absolutely sure.
"Jean-Pierre, Jean-Pierre! n' David calls.
Jean-Pierre smiles and opens his eyes. He looks around him in surprise"
"Where am I?" he asks David.
"In ï.hasa, but listen. I hear a strange scund."
At that moment they hoth hear:
"Hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoo. Hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoo!"
"Thafs Delphi!" Jean-Pierre jumps up and goes to the window. In front
of the window, only half a meter away, Delphi is watching him, kindly
but intensely, with her black-encircled eyes. She is hanging motionless in
the air with a slow movement of her wings. Then she turns her head
slightly to the left and flies away in an easterly direction, while she cries
again:
"Hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoe! n'

n'I have to go to Japan," Jean-Pierre t}inks to himself. n'I can't let myseH
he tempted to stay here."
David Rubenstein is speechless. \\fhile he has traveled a great deal and
has seen and done marry things, the appearance of this boy in the
Himalaya and the night visit of an owl apparently coming for Jean-
Pierre, is getting to be too much f<rr him. He looks at Jean-Pierre
thoughtfully and asks:
"Would you tell me what tlle owl's call means?"
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"Delphi is letting me know that I should not stay here, but should go to
Japan. Delphi is helping me to Íïnd my father."
As Jean-Pierre is saying this, he notices the white square with the black
circle. The piece of paper seems to be moving.
"\{''hat is that?" he asks David.
"A pocket-size mandala," David says. "I use it to quiet my thoughts. In
the temples in Tibet, you see the mandala, a squ€rre with a circle,
everlr,vhere. It is an ancient form w'hich, according to some people,
represents the heavens and the earth. The heavens are round and the
earth is square. The mandala exists in Japan, too. There are Japanese
r,vho see their countr;r, cne big island, as one big mandala. The mandala
is the dwelling of the Buddha. But the Tibetan monks who teach me
Tibetan, told me tlrat the real dwelling of the Buddha is in your own
heart and mind."
"Who is Buddha?" asks Jean-Pierre.
"Yeu are Buddha. I am Buddha. We are al.l Buddhas if we follow the very
first Buddah's path and his walr of life. The first Buddha lived in the
north of India, not far away from here. He saw that peoples' suffering
stems from their greed. To be freed of suffering, wê have to learn to
understand that our desires and fears stand in the way of our ultimate
happiness and inner peace. If you do not need anything your.self, y611
can enjoy the things around you much more than if you are always
thinking about things you'd like to have."
Jean-Pierre listens in amazement. He doesn't know why, but it seems as
if the fïrst Buddha and his rvise Delphi have something in common.
\\{hile he is still thinking about the things David told him, they hear
fooBteps in the street below. It is the sound of soldiers' boots. David.
turns pale.
'nThe Red Guard is coming," he whispers. "They control the whole city.
Sometimes they raid the hotels and inns at night to fi.nd out who is
staying there. You're not registered. You have to hide, because if they
find you, they are sure to take you with th.em. Maybe they heard from
someone that a foreign boy was found and they want to know where he
is.t'
Because everyone downstairs had seen him bring Jean-Pierre to his reom,
David decides not to hide Jean*Pierre tbere, but in a closet in the hall.
He motions Jean-Pierre to follow him. Jean-Pierre grabs his long case and
travel bag. David opens the door. It is pitch black" Feeling their wêy,
they shuffle carefully to the other side of the hall. The closet door
squeaks as it opens. Jean-Pierre squats down on the floor with the long
case between his legs. The door is hardly closed when he hears knocking
and shouting from downstairs. The Guards beat hard on the door of the
hotel. As soon as the door opens, th.e Guards burst in and hegin to
search every room systematically. \\lhen they come upstairs, tlrey enter
David's room first. He pretends he's sleeping. As hvo guards question
him, a third walks through the hall, shining his lantern along the walls.
When he sees the door, he throws it open and sees a frightened Jean-
Pierre sitting on the floor. Iïe utters a few hoarse shouts and with a quick
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movement of his right arrïr, he jerks Jean-Pierre to his feet David is
watching all this, pale as a corpse. As tlrey are pushing Jean-Pierre
downstairs, David calls:
"I'll come to see you tomoïïow. I'll explain everything to them. Don't be
afTaid. Think about your father and the owl."
At the words:"Think about your father and the otr\rl," an amazing
serenity spreads through Jean-Piene. It seems as if the fright is making
room for a feeling of strength. If he succeeds irr keeping his carpet ltrith
him, not much can happen to him.
While he is being pushed out the door of the hotel, an old Tibetan sticks
up his thumb and winks at him from under his hushy eyebrows.
Apparently, he wants to wish him luck without the Chinese soldiers
seeing it. It reminded him of what David told him last evening ahout
the Red Guard. They are the Chinese soldiers who overran Tibetin
October 1950" The Tibetans still use th.e naïne, even though the Chinese
do not anlrmore.
It is ice cold outside. The moonlight seems frozen. As Jean-Pierre is
walking among the Réd Guards, a small dog runs tCI him suddenly. The
hair on his head is parted and his tail stands up in a fat plume. .d
soldier kicks the dog. Anotber laughs and shouts something strange-
sounding. Jean-Pierre gets angry and mumbles under his breath.:
"The animals are friendlier than the soldiers."
At the barracks, they take Jean-Pierre to the top floor. Without a word,
th.e soldiers push him into a room and bar the door behind him. The
only light in the room, which is used as prison cell, comes from the same
frozen moon that Jean-Pierre saw out on the street" hr the middle of the
cell there is a pot that stinks of urine. Some rags iue lying a few feet
away. He gathers them up, wraps them around himself and lies down.
hr spite of the cold, he falls asleep frorn exhaustion. lllhen he wakes up,
a shaft of sunlight is shining in his eyes.
Jean-Pierre doesn't have to think twice. He stands rrp, pees in the pot
throws the rags on t<rp and walks over to tJre wooden shutter where last
night th.e moon, and now flre sun is shining through. After opening the
shutter, he can see a flat roof. Without hesitation, he throws his lcng
case and travel bag onto the roof, iumps down and rolls out his carpet
The walls go straight down on tlrree sides of tlre flat roof. Only an
acrobat would dare to climb down the walls or to iump. The sun is
ablaze with a reddish-yellow glow" It rises majestically ahove the snow-
topped mountains.
*N[{HNEH T.$lKEt OHPEK.''
The words sound cheerful. Jean-Pierre is enjoyrng himself.
The Last Flying Carpet rises slowly above the roof tops of Lhasa. People
on the street begin to shout They stop what they are doing and look up.
He hears shouts coming from the barracks. Soldiers are running around
like mad men. Jean-Pierre waves at th.em. They can't catch him
anymore" He is flying towards the rising sun. Didn't Mr. Ha"kim tell him
that his father is living in the Land of the Rising Sun?
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After several hours of flying, he sees in the distance, to the right of his
Flying Carpet a large city with water beyond it.
"That must be the sea that surrounds the island of Japan!" he shouts.
His face begins to burn with excitement even more than it already does
from fJre warmth of the sun. As he approaches the sea, he sees fishing
boats and a few large ships.
Could those large ships be sailing offto France? \.fulhile asking himseH
that, he has to think about his step-parents.
What would they be d<ring now? Would they think about him often?
Would his step-father be pruning the grape vines now or filling the
hottles with wine? He decides, as soon as he has found his fat}er, to go
with him to his step-parents and introduce him to tlrem. His father can
travel with him on his Flying Carpet It is big enough for two"
Wtrile he is day-dreaming about this and about Circus Mediterraneo, he
sees little spots in the distance. Closer by, he sees that they are islands.
Could thatbe Japan? The Land of the Rising Sun is probably larger.
Coming still closer, he sees to his relief tb.at a much larger country is
visihle behind the islands. Flocks of white birds $dth long beaks fly high
in the air only to plummet suddenly tnwards tfre water. Fishermen are
throwing little fish into the air which tlre birds catch without missing
one. Behind the white birds, a steep rock wall rises up out of the water.
The rock wall gives way to softly undulating ground. 

"A, 
tree is standing

ttrere with a trunk twisted like a corkxrew. As Jean-Pierre is peering
down over the edge of his carpet, he sees a boy on the rock near the
t'rristed tree. He has a cage in his hand. The boy looks up and waves at
him as if to say: come here.
Jean-Pierre decides to land on the rock, close to the twisted tree. Maybe
the hoy wants to be friends. A little while later, they are standing face to
face. The boy bows low to him and the cage with its two small birds
swings back and ftrrth in his hand.
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Chapter 19. Jean-Pierre in Japan

The two boys stand silently facing each other under the tree with the
twisted trunk. Far beneath them, waves are breaking on the steep rock
wall. The sound of breakiïrg waves hlends with the shrill cries of the
rnhite birds.
Jean-Pierre makes a small bow. He has never bowed to anyone before, let
alone a boy, but it feels right to answer the bow of dre Japanese hoy.
The boy says:
nnAkito."

\&{hen Jean-Pierre looks at him in surprise, he again says: "Akito," an3.d
points to himself. Then he says: "Kikuju," and points to one of the two
little birds. And finally, he says: "Kukuji," a:ld poine to the other littte
hird.
Jean-Pierre points to himseHnow and says:
'nJean-Pierre."
Both laugh. The ice is broken. Akito takes a handful of dried fnrit out of
a linen bag and gives.a few pieces to Jean-Pierre. He tosses one into the
cage.
At that mom€nto both birds begin to sing at the same time. With high-
pitched, trilling tones, rhythmically interspersed with a cascade of 'qo'
and'ee'sounds, they sing a duet stilling the cries of the large white
water-birds. Jean-Pierre begins to feel a change in himself the likes of
which he has never experienced before. From his head to his toes,
everything inside him begins to vihrate softily. There is no difference
Ëurymore befi'veen inside and outside. His body floa8 through the air like
a kite, with whimsical, wild movemenb. By turns, the rays of the sun
pierce through him and bounce off him. The earth undulates like the
sea. The sea seems to turn into air" The air changes from cold to hot and
finally melts with the sun" The tree next to him begins to move.
Whirling, he revolves around his own invisible center. "{kito smiles at
him, as if to say: now you are flying on the sounds of Kikuju and Kukuji.
All at once the two song birds are silent Jean-Pierre feels his eyes open,
but they have not been closed. He sees where he is again, while he has
not been away. He remembers his arrival. He knows that he landed here
to look for his father. He is living in normal time again, \,uith a pas! a
present and a future. When the birds were singing, there had been no
past and future. Is that what made him feel so happy?
.dkito looks at Jean-Pierre and says:
"I know what you are thinking about."
Jean-Pierre looks atAkito and answers:
"And I know what you are thinking about "
Both boys can read each others'thoughb since the singing of the birds.
Both know that the other carries a big secret within him: the one, his
Flying CarpeQ the other, his paradisal song-birds.
How it is that they understand each other, they do not know. They
don't \,vorry about it. They take it just as much for granted as flying on
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the Carpet or floating on the sounds of Kikuju and Kukuji. Such things
are only a puzzle to outsiders.
Akito and Jean-Pierre decide to leave their place high on the rock. While
Jean-Pierre rolls up his Carpet and puts it into tJre case, he tells Akito
that he is on his way to Kyoto because his father lives there. Akito claps
his hands and cries:
"My grandparenb live in Kyoto. Maybe I can go with )rou, so that I can
visit th"em. They are very nice. My grandfather tells good stories" He
knows stories from his grandfather, from when the emperor still tived in
Kyoto.
"Wflere des the emperor live now?" asks Jean-Pierre.
"In Tokyo, the capital of the country. The old emperor Hirohito is dead..
We have a new emperor, Akihito. h{y name sounds a little bit like his.
My grandparenB wanted it that way."
As the boys are beginning to descend along a small, curving path, the
bright sky above tb"em changes to a gloomy, dark color. Black clouds
chase each other in the sky as if they are on the warpath. The sea begins
to churn. The trees groan. Seagulls skim the clouds in long lines, looking
for shelter. The song-birds remain calm. They do not seem to be affected
hy the threatening autumn storm. The boys run downhill as fast as the
mountain slope allows. Akito knows from experience horry rough it can
get on the coast when the north wind and hearry rain storms take over
from the warm southwestern wind. It is as if winter is announcing iB
arrival by quickly disposing of everything reminiscent of the summer.
The warmth has to make room for the cold. Daylight is shorter than the
nightty darkness. According to his mother, the dead ca"ll to thg liying at
this time of ttre year:
"\$e're here,tco. Think of us!"
Thafs the way his mother always talks to him. To her, the dead are just
as much alive as the neighbors on both sides of their house. His mother
also often says:
"Nature is a mirror with the living on one side and the dead on the
other. That is why there is summer and winter, spring and fall.,'
Although Akito still does not understand what these words mean, he
feels that they are ttre. His mother visits the grave of her grandparents
in Kyoto once a year when she is in that city visiting her parents. She
talks then t{itlt her dead grandparents" They seem to answer, even
though you don't hear anything.
\.\fhile Akito is telling this to Jean-Pierre, Jean-Pierre thinks about his
mother's grËrve in Genoa. Before leaving, he had placed a round, shiny
pebble on her grave. He felt, then, that his mother tiked it. So his mother
must have been present then, otherwise she couldn't have liked it After
all, you wouldn't give florvers to your mother if she weren't there at all?
Just before the hean1,'rainstorm bursb, the two boys reach Akito's house.
Jean-Pierre cannat follow the conversation between Akito and his
parents. The sounds follow each oth.er so quickly tàat they seem to
compete with the patter of the raindrops on the slanted roof" Jean-Pierre
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notices how polite they are to each other. They're different than we are,
he thinks to himself"
After they are finished talking, the parents bow to him in a friendly wêy,
make a gesture of welcome and inr,'ite him to sit on a tatami mat.
Akito's older sister offers him tea and rice cookies.
\{lhile he has not been able to follow t}re conversdtion between "{kito and
his parents, he understands immediately what Akito says to him:
"Tonight we go by train to Kyoto. My mother is going with us. I will visit
my grandparents. My parents are very impressed by your Flying Carpet
and hy your deterrnination to look for your father."
That evening, Jean-Pierre sleeps next to his friend Akito in a deluxe train
which zooms through the darkness at a speed of 25O miles per hour.
The next morning, they walk through a narïow street in the old center of
Kyoto where the houses have special roofs. They curve upwards at the
edges like a bird that is poised to fly.
An elderly couple opens the door" After an extensive greeting, in which
they all show each other great respect, Jean-Pierre receives a warrn
welcome. Togetb.er, they enter a beautiful room. The doors are so tight
that you have to slide them open very carefully. The walls are pËrnels of
rice paper which lets a soft, milky light shine tb.rough. Mats are on the
ground, and betnreen them are low tables of gleaming wood.
"{ll of this makes a great impression onJean-Pierre. He has never seen
anything like it before. The room is a perfect setting for the spng of
Kikuju and Kukuji" After a conversation in which the grandparents and
Akito's mother bring each other up to date, it is Akito's turn. Apparently
he is talking aboutJean-Pierre, because tJ.e grandparenb and the
mother smile at him regularly. Akito asks Jean-Pierre:
"Do you have the address of your father?"
Jean-Pierre does not have to think twice. During the escape from
Chauen, he his father's letter under his shirt He takes it out and hands
it to the grandfather, who reads:
"Jean-Claude Auriol, Postbox 13579, Kyoto, Japan."
Without further ado, the old man takes a piece of paper. From the
contents of Jean-Claude's letter to Mr. Hakim, Akito's grandfather copies
the names of cities and th.e amount in yen, using strange characters
made up of horizontal and vertical lines. Sometimes the characters look
like a house. In this wRy, Mr. .Auriol will know that the news that his son
is in the city is hased on reliable ihformation. He asks Jean-Pierre to sign
his name at the bottom. Then Akito is sent outside to bring the letter to
the post offi.ce as quickly as possible.
Hours go by before they get a reply" hr order to distract them, Akito's
grandfaïber begins to tell a story. Akito repeats every sentence, so that
Jean-Pierre can understand the story.
"More than a hundred years ago, the emFeror lived in this city" My
grandfather worked at the court of the emperor. Japan has had one
hundred and twenty four emperors. Akihito is the hundred and twengr-
fifth emperor. Our emperor, or tenno Ëts we call him, is traditionally tJre
mediator betrueen the gods in the heavens and the people on earth. He
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makes sure that we live together in mutual harmony. In order to do
this, tJre new emperor has to serve special dishes to tlre kanri. The kami
are the gods of Japan. The new emperor has to become immortal. That
happens by staying in a closed room where the sun goddess Amaterasu
is waiting for him. In the night he changes in his spirit from a man into
a woman so that the gods can impregnate him. Then he is immortal.'
Akito and Jean-Pierre listen brmthlessly. Jean-Pierre asks:
"Does the new emperor become a god?"
The grandfather nods his head.
"I heard from Dr. Leon Alibi in Nagoya that the difference between our
Shinto tradition and the western Christian tradition is not so large. This
European scholar told me several years ago fJrat the Christians believe in
a god who has become a man. His name is Jesus. We believe in a man
who becomes a god.
After the emperor left Kyoto and went to Edo, they changed the name
Edo into Tokyo, which has the sËune letters as Kyoto. Tokyo is the new
Kyoto."
Akito turns to Jean-Pierre and asks:
"\&lhy did your father come to Japan?"
Jean-Pierre ans\,vers :

"Notatlr Hakim told me my fath.er believes the Japanese know the secret
of time. Thafs why he went to Japan."
Akito asks his grandfather about it He smiles when he hears the
question. He looks atJean-Pierre with affection and says:
"I think that the expression: th"e Japanese know the secret of time, could
mean that some of us know that everything changes, and th.erefore,
everytJring always looks differen{ but at the same time, nothing ever
really changes. The question is if the minerals, plants, animals and
people lir'{ng on the earth now are any different than thousands of years
ago" Everything is born of the same forces and laws. That is why
everything can change and still remain the same. That is the big secret "
Akito's grandf,ather is such a fascinating storyteller thatboth bcys keep
listening, even if they don't completely understand what he is saying.
.dkito and Jean-Pierre look at each other. The grandfather sees it IIe
continues his story:
"But not only the Japanese know the secret of time. So do the Chinese,
the Viehamese, the Koreans, Indians, Jews, Africans and even more
peoples. Even among Europeans and Americans, you meet people who
have discovered this secret, tlrat everything is not only changing."
At that moment, they hear th.e doorhell. There is a telegram from the
main post office in Kyoto" The grandfather reads it aloud slowly:
"Mr. Jean-Claude Auriol has requested all his mail to be fonvarded to
Poste Restante, Main PostOffice, Xian, China. \,Ve will forward your
letter."
As Akito sadl1r translates, Jean-Pierre feels the tears well up in his eyes.
Akito puts his arm around him.
"Perhaps we can look for him together," he says.
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That night Jean-Piene has a dream. He sees a man walking away from
him down a long road which passes a high, old city wall. Suddenly, an
owl flies onto thè man's left shoulder, calling "Hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoo,
hoo-oo? Oohoo-oohoo," in Jean-Pierre's direction.
Jean-Pierre is immediately wide awake and sits straight up in bed.
"That is Delphi," he whispers to himseH in relief. "She is tlging to tell rne
that man is my father. Now I know I will R.nd him fór sure."


